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Most

Reliable

MONEY TO LOAN

Fore'srn

Compatible
In

to

sums

suit

with
on

GEO.

Odd Fellows ball.

BUCKSPORT:

bis recent

Bucksport Vat’l Rank—Stockholders’meeting.
Hucknport Water Co—Stockholders’ meeting.
Bank statement—Condltlou of Bucksport ua

Improved

real

eatate

and

.—

GRANT

H.

Companies.

Ilona! bank.
Portland:
Eastern Argus.

ami in order to do so you must have warm clothing, and there
is no better place in the State to buy than of Owen Bym,
tlie Water street clothier.

s

m.

at

7.18 a m., deMall closes for

12 to 17 years

with her mother

in

was

Yarinuuthville.

in

^
Edward Robinson is at home from
school in Providence tor the holiday?.
Wiggin is at home from
college for the Christmas recess.

Miss Elizabeth

Mrs. Frank 8. Lord ia
snend the holidays with

3-piece Suits, $3

and

Boston

In
her

to

daughter.

Miss Mabel Lord

upwards.

F. Jordan, who in teaching in
Jamaica Plain, Maas.,
home for the holidays.

Miss Ella

n’s Winter Suits, Heavy weight,
DERWEAR,

$3.50 up.

wool-fleeced, $1 per suit: 50c. per garment.

|

the Carter school at
la at

Bordett’s business
h

une

FANCY SHIRTS,

STOCKINGS,
CUFFS.
COLLARS,

H. C.

Emery,

Day

Ou Christmas
toeed from 9

c

nv

a.

Donsqua lodge,
election of officers

All these goods are suitable for Holiday presents, and I
guarantee you can save money by calling at my store it in
need of any of the almve
to mention.

goods.

numerous

I

am

>

All members

I have other articles too
to show goods.

rangirg
take

to

will be

until alter the

sorting

are

K. of

P

will have

an

t bis ( Tuesday ) evening.
requisted to be present.

and

place this year

on

Friday evening,

Jan. 24.

—OWEN

BVRN—;

Christmas Packages~~~~~~~~~\
call special
**

I

attention to tliese ;

I

elegant goods, done up attraet,VPly' l’rices range from

Apollo Chocolates.

to $3.50 per box.

r

I

|
<

candies!
Good Mixture, 3 lbs, for 25c.
Broken, 2 lbs. for 25c.
Cream Mixture, I lb. for 10c.

|

®j
<

j

j! Fruit, Nuts, Tobacco, Cigars. !

t

Carroll, formerly employed
factory, came home last
to
from Chelsea, Mhsn
spend

he Cole shoe

week

Christinas.

Foster, with their
daughter,
Monday to spend
Christinas with their daughter, Mrs. D.
L. Yale, in Bath.
Mr. and Mrs

non

A. M.

and

left

Rev. J. P. Slraonton, of the Methodist
church, ai d R v David K^rr, of he Bsj.
tint church, a ill exchange pulpits next
Sunday evening.
Mr aid Mis
Wil'a^d 1. O instead, of
Bangor, sre spending a few days wiih
Mr*. O instead’* mother,
Mason, in t his city.

Mr*.

M i**s Katherine 8'inonton
from

Eastport

She has
I

lie

a*

for

guest

Easlport high

he

Christ

Uro. Wm

is at

mas

Mhn L'Hie

home

vacation

McLaine,

of

school.

L
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“* HOUSEWIFE'S delight,
nicely arranged table"
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BURRILL’S

MARKET
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CARE

issues of life and death X
on

the potency of a drug X

sometimes—oftener ttian we are X

apt to think.
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TRY WALSH’S,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

SUBSCRIBE FOR

a

A purpose.
A
n

We think of these thiDgs.
take care to see that every

A we use in
i a

lutely

A teucy.

FOR THE HOLIDAYS

physi- 2
remedy he ex- ¥

When your

prescribes
pects certain results: if the rem- 2
edy supplied be lacking in purity 2
and strength, it may fail in its 2

5 cian

GILES

ELLSWORTH AMERICAN,

Friday

hall

be the

Music will be furnished

Monaghan’s

orchestra.

by

T. E. Hale left Monday night for Boston to

resume

his

position

with

Norcross

Bros., the large contractors, with whom
he has been employed since last spring.
His wife and daughter expect to leave
for Boston lu two or three weeks, to reside there.
Rev. J. D. O’Brien, pastor of St. Joseph’s
church, will sail from Boston next Saturday on steamer “lzernia”, lor a trip to
Ireland to visit bis parents. He plans to
return about tbe middle of March. Rev.
P. A. Hayes will have charge of tbe Catholic church here during Fr. O’Brien’s

prescriptions

2
We 2

drug 2

is abso- 2

pure and of standard po- 2
AVe are careful about the 2

compounding also. AA'e tiave had 2
A ample experience, and can assure 2
o you that if you permit us to com- 2
O pound your prescriptions you can 2
A

O feel secure about them.

Prescription Druggists,

2 Opp.

Powder there is no
with
the
hands, no sweat ot the
mixing
Perfect
brow.
cleanliness, greatest facility,
sweet, clean, healthful food.
With

Miss Charlotte Moor and Maurice H.
Chick were married Saturday evening at
the home of the bride’s fat-ber, Nathaniel
Moore, on Main street. Rev. J. P. Simonton. of the Methodist church, officiated.
families were present.
The immediate

High

is used in some baking powders and
most of the so-called phosphate powders. because it is cheap, ana makes a
cheaper powder 13ut alum is a coi rosive
taken in food, acts injurpoison which,
iously upon the stomach,liver 9ml kidneys*

Alum

The Royal Baker any Pastry
Cook”
containing over 800
most
practical and valuable
to every
receipts—free
cooking
Send postal card
patron.
with your full address.

m

—

The bride and groom have the best wishes
of their many friends.
They will reside
on

Royal Baking

ROYAL BAKING ROwDER

street.

body of John H. Jellison, who
Boston Thursday, Dec. 19, was
h*-ought here Sunday, for interment.

CO-. 100

WILLIAM

BT

NEW YORK.

Tbe

in

The retnaius

were

accompanied by

the

Mr.
daughter of the deceased.
He
Jellison formerly lived in Ellsworth.
He left here for
was a mason by trade.
wife and

about fifteen

Massachusetts
His age

years

ago.

Roscoe Holmes this week received
the National
for

Trolling

association

from
check

a

for second money in the protested
race at Bluebill, in
which
Mr.

|20,

horse

H.

Frank

Holmes started

Tbe decision

of the board of review of the national

The American two weeks ago.
Mrs. W. N. Woodside, of Cumberland
Mins, Si ate organizer of the D-tugi tera of
l/b*-riy, will come to Eilsworth Friday to
t

imtA'i

E Iswortb

ne

Mrs.

council

the

of

charter

the

council, and everything will be in
readiness to put it on a working footing.
Tne meeting will be held at Grand Army
hall Friday evening at 7 30
Officers will

CHURCH

gave t he pas'or and his wife a real old'asbioned Santa Claus surprise party.
It

experience

well

hh

ns

a

pleasant surprise lo Mr. and Mrs. Kerr.
Every! hirg needful fora home for weeks
was

carried

or

sent in.

A most

enjoyable
wtre

Mary E. Bridges died at her home
Sunday, aged sixty-seven
years. Mrs. Bridges formerly resided at
Surry and later in Bar Harbor. She came
to EMg*orth seven years ago. She leaves
a husband and several children, among
them being Mr*. Willis M. Foster and
Mrs. William Raymond, of Ellsworth;
Timothy Finn, of B uehill; Mrs. Wnh -e,
of Surry, and Joh/i Finn, of Bangor.
Funeral services will be held at the house
this (Tuesday) afternoon, Rev. J. P. Stm >nlon officiating.
Lewiston

Journal

last

printed a group picture
hose racing team, with

of
a

Saturday

the Auburn

sketch of the

team, in which it gave it the credit of the

State championship
The Senator Hale
hose team of Ellsworth disputes this
claim of Auburn to the title of championship. At the meeting in Waterville, at
which the race was won by Auburn, they
are credited with making the run in 45
seconds, whereas the official time of the
team whs 46 seconds. At the carnival in
Ellsworth a few weeks later, both Ellsworth teams beat the Auburn’s record, on
the same run, the Senator Hales making it
in 45 seconds and City hose in 451-5
seconds.

service

at

7
UNITARIAN.

H. Coar, pastor.
Sunday, Dec. 29—Morning service
10 30.
Sunday school at 11 45.
Rev. A.

Rev. David

at

Sunday evening Rev. David Kerr,
the Baptist church, gave the second o*
bis sermons on city reform. His subject
was:
“Who Should Reform the City.”
He pointed out the individual responsibility of each good citizen who bad the
interests of bis city at heart, to do wha*
he could toward making it what it should
of

bis

Kerr, pastor.

Friday evening, at 7 30, prayer meeting.
Free music class at close of meeting.
Sunday, Dec. 29—Morning service at
Sermon by tbe pastor. Sunday
10 30.
m.
school at 12 ra. Junior C. E. at 6 p
Evening preaching service at 7. Sermon
“The
P.
Simonton
Rev.
J
by
Subject:
Imnerial City Reformer.” All welcome.
Trenton— Service Sunday at 2.30 p. m.;
Mr. Kerr.
Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7 30. prayer meeting.
Sunday, Dec. 29—Morning service at
10 30
Christ mas sermon by naaror; special music
Sunday school at 11.45. Junior
league, 3 p. m. Epwo th league at 6 30
Evening service at 7. Sermon by Rev.
David Kerr.

Rayside—Service Sunday

remarks

interests of the city
urging support of borne industries and

patronage of home business men. N*-x»
Rev. J. P. Simonton, of
Methodist church, will speak from
Baptist pulpit on the subject “The

at 2.30 p.

m

;

Mr. S monton.

COMING KVKNT8.
Friday evening, Dec. 27, at Odd Fellows
ball—Party by social committee of the
Unitarian society.
Monday evening, Dec. 30, at Odd Fellows hall—Ball by Senator Hale Hose Co.
Dance tickets, 50 cents; supper tickets, 50
cents.

BEST

VERY

r

PARCHER’S
DRUG STORE,
MAINE

ELLSWORTH,

|

I
a

X

%

DRINKS

Theory in cold wither is for
drinks, ami in iTguon-e t<> a
popu'ardtm nd, 1 ha ve e*tab'l*hed a hot drink denart nem, wln-re
you ctn be served with chocd *U»,
beef tea, coffee, c‘am bouillon,
tomato bouillon, orangeade.
hot

^
jl.

CHRISTMAS CANDIES
My candles

| Special
I

J

are

all fresh-made

try

us

»
<

*

*

►

*

*

••

j

•

0

every day.

T

Candy

Sale

Saturday.'.

S. E. CHAPMAN,
Enswrorth.
Main Street,

IN

LIBERAL

MOST

HOT

ju
▲

IN

QUALITY!

wn

ITEASURE.

We have Teas and Coffees that are sure to suit you, no matter
\Ve
how particular you are about the flavor and goodness.
get all our “beverage makers” direct from the localities they
grew in; we have our own special importers, and so can
guarantee every pound to be A J, tip-top quality. Why not

Last

some

NOTICS.

Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.
Wednesday evening, Christmas entertainment for Sunday schorl and parish.
Friday evening at 7 30, prayer and conference meeting.
Sunday, D»*c. 29—Morning service at
10 30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Evening

at

be. He devoted
to the business

be found as usual at

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Grant street

The

can

BAPTIST.

Wednesday evening members of
the Baptist society with a number of
young friends of Rev. and Mrs. Kerr,

new

AND

TOILET ARTICLES

CONGREGATIONAL.

be chosen and installed.

a

PERFUMERY

He was dead.
Mr. Jordbn was
fifty-1 bree years of age. He was born in
Ellsworth, the son of the late Henry B.
He leaves a widow. Mrs. Jordan
Jordan.
when her husband
was In Bar Harbor
died.
He is survived also by a mother.
Mrs. Richard
Perkins, and a brother.
Henry Jordan, of Bangor.

new

as

LINE OP

as-

sociation, reversing the decision of the
judges in giving second money to H. B
Phillips horse, Harry P., was printed in

Woodside will have

A NEW AND COMPLETE

room.

sixty nine years.

was

factory at the time. Up to Saturday ;
wight bin condition seemed little changed, j
When Koscoe Taylor, who sat up with;
'iim Saturday night, left him Sunday
A
morning, he seemed a little better.
short time later, Mrs Cornelius Sullivan,
who lives In the Jordan house, went to
Mr. Jordan’s room
Receiving no response to her knock, Bhe entered bis j
the

1

once?

Those handsome presents we CHINA & JAPAN THA
R. B. Holmes, nanager,
give away would make splendid
28 main st. Ellsworth.
Christmas gifts. Look at them.

CO.,

2 Sunday evening
the
the

IwiQGIN & MOORE, I
2

Ma.kes Clean Bread

absence.

I

Imperial City Reformer”.

Jordan died suddenly at bis
home on School street Sunday morning.
Mr. Jordan, who was employed as night
watchman at the Union shoe factory,
Meltiab

suddenly

was taken
He was taken
cer

THE

Fellows

and whist will

Mrs.

depend

HAND-PAINTED CHINA

place at Odd
Dancing

attractions.

on

COUNTS

MEATS, GROCERIES and PROVISIONS!

party to be given by the social
CnitRrian society will

Refreshments
evening was spent.
served during he evening.

^QO£ OiQQOQOOOOOOiO&Qt&O&OO&QQOC C

!

take

h

lodge, F. and A
at Manning hail last Thursday even*

The sociable of Esoteric

!A. CUNNINGHAM, j

few

a

Last

Frieud, of Caribou, and M ias
L~*h Friend, of Welles'ey college, are
here to spend
the Christ mas
hoHdsjs
wii ti lheir parents, Mr. and Mrs. David
Abie

out.
Wed-

last

time

Baking Powder

from

be

committee of the

Lawrence
In

to

as

nesday, and since then has spent
hours each day at his store.

died

rn.

ladder company is arfor its annual concert and ball,

hook

The

pleased

poetofflce

the

evening mail—about 6 30 p.

of the

_

vacation.

Emery, of Yale, and Mias
of Brown university,
at home for the holiday recess.

Prof.

HANDKERCHIEFS.

s

for the Christmas

Annie C.
are

MITTENS,

front

has

Knowlton, who is attending
college in Boston, is at

Morris

GLOVES,

and

recently been put in the
Reliable Clothing Co.’s store.

HATS and CAPS in great varieties,
from 50c. to $2.00
NECKWEAR,

plate glass top

A handsome
show-iaae

Mona-

by

far recovered

illness

out for the flrBt

was

be served

will

Music

so

critical

evening.

Mrs. Etta Condon is spending the week

CHILDREN’S SUITS, $1.25 and upwards.

He

Tbe

Train from the west arrives
parts for the west at 6 0i p. in.
the west at 9410 p m.

Radoliffe

Supper

hall.

ghan’s orchestra.
A. W. Curtis has

SUNDAY.

Judge E. E. Chase, of BtueMtl,
E l-wortli Monday.

ILSTERS from $4.50 upwards.
OVERCOATS from $3 50 to $20.

banquet

the

reporj, until after Christmas.
|
Nobomis liebebah lodge has elected
Mrs. K. B. Holmes,
officers as follows:
past grand; Mrs. E. E. Springer, noble
grand; Mrs. A. M. Foster, vice-grand;
Mrs. L. F. Giles, secretary; Mrs. Henry
Brown, treasurer.

MAIL CLOSES AT POST OFFICE.

Going East—6.30 a m., 5 80p. m.
Going West—11.20 a. m., 5 and »30 p.

r—KEEP WARM-1

In

the

Going East—7,18 a. m., fl.13 p. m.
Going West— li-86 a. m., ft.2t p. m.

ELLSWORTH ami BAR HARBOR, ME.

company
place next Monday evening, at

county commissioners are in Ellsthis week settling up tbe year’s
business and preparing tbei/ annual report. They will not get fairly at work on

effect Oct 14, 1901.

In

ROYAL

The ball of Senator Hale hose
will take

The

AT ELLSWORTH POST-OFFICB.

General Insurance and Real Estate.

chestra.

worth

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

CO.,

aotoentanTum*.

sea-

largely attended. Avery pleasant evening was spent in dancing and
whist. Music was by Monaghan’s or-

Hancock Co Fair A sso-Stock holders’ meeting
Ellsworth Loan and Building A sso— Annual
meeting.
Admr notice—Est Nehemlah H Higgins.
Bankrupt notice-Khi »• re. wrick H Moses.
Boston A Bangor Steamship Co—Change In
schedule.
Bank statement—Condition of First national
bank.
WLrgln A Moore—Apothecaries.
W It Barker Clothing Co-Clothing.

Safety.

collateral.

.—.■■■■■

ME.

REPRESENT THB

Home ami

Lowest Rates

The

ELLSWORTH,

masonic sociable of tbe

->2-

N

son—was

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

general INSURANCE AGENTS,
Bt’RKiLL Bank Bldo.,

lug—tbe first

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

j w:^V;Sgr^S^S7” I

1901.

Post Office, ELLSWORTH ♦

620202020202v2v202<‘ ♦0202C2

Hiram

ill

Thursday

night.

to his home by Night OffiLord, who happened to be at

Hew Are Tour Kidneys t
T>r Hobbs* Sparasrus Pills care all kidney Ills. 8am*
'lo free. Add. Sterling liciuedy Co., Chicago or N. Y

O.

W.

TAPEEY,

—r

General Insurance and Real Estate
all kinds of Insurance, buy and sell Real

Agent.

We write
Estate, and collect rents. Also sell first-class Municipal and Railroad bonds.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,

The Ellsworth

ELLSWORTH.

American—only COUNTY Paj>er.

CHRISTIAN

Itlutual Bcntht Column

ENDEAVOR.

j

close to the chim-

hearts unto wisdom.”
Many in ney. so that Santa Claus could reach it
numbering their days apply their hearts without much inconvenience. The twoLife being short, they rea- uueu iron iora. w uicu au-iHimu me weigui
unto folly.
would sometimes be aslant with Its heavy
son that it should be wasted on the
grounds that it is too short for the ac- burden; and what pleasure there was in
complishment of great results. “A short bringing forth its contends to the early
life and a gay life” is the motto of light of day!
The brevity of life is made an
“Bou bona?” Oh, yes! We didn't call
many.
them by any such name—candy In sticks
excuse for folly*, for a sinful, wasted
But this is not the idea in the red and w hite twisted, or striped candy
life.
mind of Moses. He would have God “kisses”, possibly some candy goose berremind us of the brevity of life that ries an inch or more in diameter, it may
Life being be a roll or two of lozenges (we had not
we may wisely use our lives.
short, there is no time for folly, no time heard of “wafers” then, the wafers we
“You have only a knew about were red ones, used to seal
for wastefulness.
few years to live.” said a physician letters with), nuts and raisins filled the
to a hardworking, eminent clergyman, I crevices between the rosy-cheeked apples,
"and should cease from your arduous and perhaps a nice, juicy orange
“If that be the case,” re- i Away down in the toe was sure to be the
labors.”
plied the servant of God, "1 must work choicest gift of ail. John might find a
all the harder, since I have so little jack-knife there or Mary discover a dear
time to do my life work in.” Number- I little c rneltan ring, or, more surprising
ing our days, let us be wise. Let us still, a gold one. Then, swiftly, silently,
apply our hearts to wisdom. Let us away the children would run, to be first to
give our lives to service. Let us work give the neighbors the greeting of a
the works of Him that sent us. since so i “Merry Christmas”.
soon the night is coming when no man
Are the young folks any happier now
can work.
than were those of the long ago? No,
our

TliE

Have

a

PRAYER

MEETING.

watch meeting service.
BIRLE

We make

indeed!

a

mistake

when

REAPINGS.

is of any

one

we

commodity in the world.

key

Some

The Wonderful

Simplicity.

That Jesus’ message Is so great and
powerful lies In the fact that it is
so simple and, on the other hand, so
rich: so simple as to be exhausted in
each of the leading thoughts He uttered: so rich that every one of these
thoughts seems to be Inexhaustible
and the full meaning of the sayings
and parables beyond our reach. But,
more than that. He Himself stands behind everything that He said.—Adolph
llamack’s “What Is Christianity?"
so

nerveless and the

avenues

f

•«>

Uuren Marie Antoinette
l. arobathing and liked the water inn
and
matic with wild thyme, laurel leaves
marjoram, with the addition of a
sea salt.
was

!
j

iuiikL My awuM' h
*ucn a non.
« ,a in
dltl *n that I could «At
n 'thing l»ul W»«» verr
ii ;hteel kind* Of food.
Sif«*p wa*
a
every little not*
w»uM *ta*-tlg me, not
| m >uld feel faint.
“No one can
the
Imi^me
agony I sufferad but «ho*o
who are afflict,
td with norI
foU>ne»*.
deaeann-»t
Bribe this feeling In half lta
Ik

ckilil'a

tlm

j

flii'tnti'C

toutsv

course nil properly constructed girls
desire a needlework outfit.
Every child should have a place where
It may indulge any talent or energy from
cutting paper dolls to performing on n
crossbar.

Of

will

_

A Brooklyn Woman’s Soorfo.
A Brooklyn woman who found herself
obliged to earn her own living—or. rather,
to

supplement

very

a

meager

income

start a dyeing establishment
Like
scale ill her own home.
many other women, she had been sue
cessful in amateur efforts at dyeing gar
ments for herself and friends, and she de
term iced to test the money uiakiug power
of her experience and skill in manipulating dyeing fluids. Her large acquaiutauce
list made it a comparative’y easy matter
for the attention of a number of women
to be calk'd to her venture by means of a
neat business card, and she scored a sucHer borne is Id a
cess from the start.
good neighborhood and the surroundings
of her small establishment are somewhat
more pleasing than the ordinary placo
of business of this sort.—Brooklyu Eagle.

decides!

to

on a

The white spots on nails are bruises,
'liie vigorous use of the nailbrush, always brushing toward the cuticle, with
hot water soapsuds to which a little soda
has been added, strengthens and hardens
the nails and makes them a rosy color
by bringing the blood to the finger tips.
The pink nail powder may lie used when
the nails are thoroughly clean and the
cuticle pressed away by the little ivory

piece, but
depended

the

powder

when you

alone must not l*e

give the nails the deU#b vaseline into the
sirable
nails every night. This makes them satiny and prevents the obnoxious “hangnails.”
upon to
rosy tint.

borrow

run

on

your

•hare*, jrlre a ftrat murtgairr and
reduce It eecrj month
Month ly
payment® and Inwreet to*»u.r
will amount to but IIUlc more
than you are now payInn (or

rent, and In about 10 year-you
will

partlrular* Inquire of
Hrnmt w CcaiiMAn, Aec*y.

hfd*.

Kino, Pit*Went.

A. W.

;

Catbs.

professional

bnpoeidbl*

light.
Kindergarten outfits share honor* with
the dolls and the ehoo choo cars.
Tools are next in order and should be
..

WHY PAY RENT ?

Flr*i Nat'l Bank

thought l should lose

amount of

—..1 !».l

open, Sharis, 91 each; monthty
payments, 91 per share.

now

an

jmrv

nix-

Let it be nearer the garret than the
cellhr.
Sunshine should stream in eren if there
has to be added a skylight.
Under no circumstance* insult the
youthful owner by asking permission to
store a trunk or a piece of furniture.
While nursery wall paper i» the be*t
paper, none at nil is better yet.
Uaint will tint the plaster of walls and
ceiling a delicate blue, a soft green ■ r a
the
creamy buff, according to taste and

NEW .8FKIF8

A
L»

For

A Child's Hoorn.

If

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

"...

_

CARROLL

P

BURRILL,

ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAV,.
Notaet fviuc

Jones

aki>

or ths

1'bace.

OfBre orer iturrlll National Buna.
Kt.taw outh. Mb.
State Stkkbt.

BURNHAM,

F.

ATTORNEY

0

Aitn

V!
I*<

1
th te*U- >tfa
m«»nlal*of ir*
7yV*
* : A*1
a th-->
W
bad »«'• n ***v.
ted a* I waa,
• * ! t ho tie hi I
would try U
Wonderful to relate, the first bottl*
helped m *o modi that I had faith In It. I tool
two mor
bottle*, and Oh, I feel so mu* Is letter
1 An sleep soundly and the nervous feeling ha*
almost left me; 1 can eat with a good a | petit*
and hare gained seven pentad*.
"Mr friends *ay that 1 am liking *nmor|
bolter, and I know that 1 an* feeling *» thev •*»
1look. I fell everybody ths* Dr Oreewe’s Nervurn ha* done It.
I i<rei>*e the l.oid end ti.ank
thU wonderful rnedlHne fler giving me *■* bef.”
l-vtreme nervousness and dlvry spells an
lore forerunner* of physical wreck.
Dr. Greene'.* Nsrvura blood and nerve retn-rf*
core* all these troubles,
lietrln Ns »**- fodsv
Consult Dr. Greene, free by call or Idler. HU
addroeel 34 Ttnple Plsce .Roitss. Vw*

»<
r<

>

^,4

PIANO Bardins
Our entire stock of used pianos, our
own and other well-known make*, must
be closed out at greatly reduced prices
to make room for our new fall styles.
Uprights that were $300, $325 and #350,
now $aoo. $225 and #250. Good square
pianos for #50, $75 and $100, about onehalf their \-alue. AH on monthly payments as low as usually charged for rent.
Send for descriptive list giving prices,
mailed free, or visit our store and make
a choii e from 200
pianos ranging in price

from $25

to

$1,000.

Ivers & PondpcT
114 and 116 Bovlston Si- Boston,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Alao proeerutlna attorney for all eta sue
panaton* again*! the United State*,

Strange

Letters
Time.

nt

Ciirintma*

tuaaruRTH..Maibb.

JOHN

K. BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
orrtesa

at

BAR HARBOR AND BLUSH ILL, MR.
H»r lllrlKir oSm
7 »d,1 > Mt. l>r»»ri HU*».
Rloehlll c®rr ot>es SAinrtiATft.

CLOSED
WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOONS.

Db. H. W. flatasa leyi to notify at* patron*
and other* that until further notin' .1* d* nta)
room* will he rloami nr Wednewtav aficmoona

Ellsworth.

Or*.

]yj[ELVIN
ttnulua

c

*■^

A.

iKtiu.

WARDWELL,

of Relleroe

M. D

flo*)dul Medical

College.
PKNoliftt

[Jt<.

MB

OT.

H. GKKKL>',

DENTIST.
t.r»iiu»t* ot u» Ft
C *•» Of ■»

IbulsiphU Usattl Collnc*.

M-omcn is til lm1 Block. Kllfwoutf.
Cloned WcMtic«iA> Afternoon. until lurtiwr

fiotlrr.

aouitusnuiiii*.

Star.

tare

Mary.
I cannot allow you to
open any of the letters. It's as much
a criminal offense to tamper with them
as with any other letters,” said the
clerk to a reporter of The Commercial
Advertiser. There were, however, two
postal cards and one open letter, which
were fair specimens.
The latter was a
modest request for the relief of the
more pressing wants of the writer.
It
read:
"I

am

anywhere fo? a lazy man withsuficient ambition to enable h m to
rise. Tbe world is looking for the man
who can produce results, the leader, the
aggressive man, and the mao who has a
out

it

suppose you would not

object

to be called

your surname? Applicant—Ob, no,
ma’am in fact I’m quite used to it. Lady

by

—What

is

surname?

your

Applicant

—

“Darling.”

pays Poultrymen 200$ profit if the hens are properly
housed and cared lor. It makes chickens grow and
prevents
diseases.
You

risk in

ordering Page’s Food. It is a genuine
Used regularly by successful poultrymen

producer.
everywhere.
egg

Special inducements offered
and

fflrtiral.

run no

village.

Write for

our

agents in every town
booklet of prices and testimonials.
to

Pound Is Guaranteed.
It Costs but Little.
The Freight Is Prepaid.

Every

Miseries of Life.
in Ellsworth are Miserable

Many

ft

B
I

ft

I

ft

I

1

on

CARROLL S. PAGE.

This Account.

■

I

ft
ft
I

REMEMBER:

or

A few letters were evidently written
coder the direction of seniors of the
family and dropped In the mailbox to
please the children. Most of the letters
were without stamps.
What becomes of the letters after
they reach the dead letter office? Most
of them are eventually destroyed, as
the children sign only their first names
and there is no way of returning
them.

of endeavor

frequent

Lady (engaging a new housemaid)—
“Dspbne?” That is much too romantic a
name, with young men In the bouse. I

sorry

Dear Santa Claua—You my that good boya get
tbe best presenta. I have tried very bard to be a
good boy. aiU you please bring me a Are patrol,
train of (art, a nice book, a game, box of too'a
and a little sailboat, candy, oranges and nuts.
Goodby, dear old Santa Claua. We will expect you
Christmas eve.
Dvdlkv.

the

A Pretty Compliment.
In a guestroom across the top of the
little dressing table is a wide band of
dark green ribbon lettered in a lighter
shade, in flowing script, with these words,
“The ornament of a house is the friend*
who

No sleep at night.
No rest

daring

With piles,
disease.

the

eczema

day—It’s misery
or any itching skin

Doan’s Ointment brings comfort and
cheer.

Doan’s Ointment

cures

all

itcbiness of

the skin.

Ellsworth people endorse this claim:
Mr. Chas. H. Curtis, shipbuilder,

of

Water St., says: “I was a regular doubting Thomas until 1 used Doan’s Ointment.
I

never

haps

believed much in medicine, per1 have been well and strong

ALL CASES OF

because

all my

life, bat I became greatly annoyed
I used what apothe-

with Itching Pile*.
caries

recommended, but

was not cured,
continued just as bad
as ever.
At night it was worse than in
the day time, and it most drove me wild.

and the annoyance

DEAFNESS OR HARD HEARING
by

our

ARE NOW CURABLE
new invention
those
Only

bom deaf

are

me arable.

HEAD NOISES CEASE IMMEDIATELY.
WERMAN,
BALTIMORE,

F. A.
OF
8AY8:
in Wiggin’s drug store looking for
GentUmm
Bactiwobk, Md.. March 30,
Being entirely rured nf
*
1 w,“ “u" «• ''r y™
SM*,r
»
Ik
my
used
season
ad
Christmas
was
to
is not afraid of hard work.
rev- something which I had not used, when 1
The youug
given up
*eht **' t)eKaa losing, and this kept on
els and Jollity, In which eating and heard about Doan’s Ointment. I did not ray hearing in
men who are crying that
there is no
getting worse, unlit 1 lost
chance, that the trusts have ruined their drinking had a prominent part. The have faith enough in It at first to try it,
opportucities, would not succed any- j Saxon Instinct of our English ancestors although informed in the store that it h d
dnoii”
,tallht
led them to make of every holiday an cured others. Finally I got a box. The
where.
occasion for feasting.
Tbe cry of overcrowded positions is a
Plenty to eat first application relieved me somewha
** been
bugbar only to tbe weak and the incom- and to drink was their idea of a festi- and before I used a fourth of the box, 1 heartily auU beg to remain
*nii**'y restored I thank you
petent. Those who feel tbe power within val, no matter how sacred might be Its was cured. Perhaps I don’t recommend
*
A* ^ HRMAN’, TjoS.
*
Broadway, Baltimore. Md.
Our
On
not
Christmas they
Doan’s Ointment.
associations.
them to make their place in tbe world
W’ell, send anyone
r"
down here to me and see.”
to-mination and
never give “no chance” as an excuse for i only lined their stomachs with good
u
inaction.—Success
For sale by all dealers; price 60 cents
capon, ns did Shakespeare's justice,
hut stuffed themselves with all sorts of Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
ERNATIONAL AURAL CLINIC, 596 LA SALLE
AVE,, CHICAGO, ILL.
food and strongly com- agents for the U. B.
Stops the Cough and Works off the Cold* j rich, nourishing
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take I
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a cold
pounded puddings and pies.
Id one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price 25 cents
no other.
The
inal

man

is

who

Christmas Feastiait.

overcrowded for the origcau

think

During the middle

for himself aud

ages

the

whole

I

was

thisVa^emirelv

>-i^l?d,i255iS!“k*

V^uiSf^SSt^

VniYpEuYnBC UAOW°4

j

j

“'SthwatiJK? ?AN„CURE YOURSELF AT HOME
i;u.sWOrtlt American

of

ftu*tnc«® solicited

“Mrs. Jangle s daughter must be a very
plain girl.” said Miss Cayenne.
“Have you seen her?”
“No. But I gather as much from the
fact that all the women are willing to
concede that she is highly intelligent
ind exceptionally amiable."—Washington

SANTA CLAUS.

lafl

mean

no room

purpose.
No field

FOR

Ireland.” One young writer, with a
somewhat hazy knowhkdge of geographical names, had sent his letter to
“Mr. Saint Nlckerlls, to the North
Pole, Mexico.” Another, with a belief in the power aud influence of
nurse, had addressed his missiw to
“79 Bedford
Kaar
Ave.,
Meary,”
which, Wing deciphered, is found to

indolent, tbe
incompetent. There is
to

of egg.

torn

Bin orlh Loai

Overcomes,

j

yolk

!• wh»t your nonoy will
InttaUkl In «htnw of the

complete.

masville, Joyland.”
Another child, perhaps of Hibernian
ancestry, had addressed his petition to
the saint's residence In “Fairyland,

Iiicckiiprtsula.

overcrowded

Woes Traced to Nerand Dizzy Spills which
Dr. Grssne's Nervura

Many Humnn

£

Aunt Madge.

are

now

Is an address I never
noticed until this year.”
said a postoflice clerk, sorting out some half dozen letters with “Mr. Santa Claus, Joy laud,”
on
the envelopes.
Variations were,
“Mr. Santa Claus, Joy land Co., N. Y.,
911 Happiness Ave.,” and “Mr. Santa
Claus. Toy and Candy Palace, Chrlst*

The

The

THE HEART

Bavaria tu 1“ (t1*"1
lievist by l«al«'l
ah'
for the complexion, and a. urdincljr
It *n<
hail decoctions .if it made. In win
tiers
pinned
bathed dully. Diana of Doi
vousness
took her
her faith in cold tain water and
water
ns
any
as
regularly
till,
matutinal
loving damsel of today.
also
The beauties of the Inst century
-arts j
believed in bathing, but they put all
to
! Mrs. Minnie Miller, 5 Guthrie Street,
of strange things Into the water
my oopthe
prove th.tr skins. Aiming
Fort Wayne, Ind.. says:
Tpil
nlar additions to the bath •'«'
eg
•■For ro.tiv jresr. T hm! dlriy •prll«, i>»1pltabroth, water distilled from the honey
tlon nf the heart, and numbness of th«* fret and
the
tractp.1 from roses, melon juice anil
hand*. Thee** attack* cairn* often and each
'««■
and
of
barley
extract
ynvn
time « .m—
My life waa a burden to me,and
milky
and
ous preparations cootaioiug almonds
of

//WJFERE

j

occupations and

Is

Banking.

Her Inference.

J

All

Prrs-

STtrtjrrtiBnr.rrttc

Bath.

Fall of the

*a
Long before the day* of know!"!**
ettect
to the hygienic and rejuvenating
discovered
of the bath beautiful won." n
charm* by
the secret of preserving their
Chick*"'.!
ablationary aid*.

Proper Tint For Finger Nulls.

MAIL

j

Victory.
God will not be hurried. The building of a Christlike character is not
work for a day. Experience cannot be
acquired without experiment. It is not
innocence God has in view for us, but
growth by overcoming. Patience must
have her perfect work. Triumph now
would be premature and petty, bilt the
way of faith and patience is the way
that leads to victory, which shall be
part and parcel of the final glorious triumph of the Son of Man.—Isaac O.
Rankin.

Kwde Plain For <ke
Ident of the Feast.

Nothing now remains but the car
cass of the turkey, and the only task is
to disjoint it.
This is done by first removing the breastbone. By means of
the fork the j>cak of the bone is raised
and swung over toward the neck, disjointing it near the base of the latter.
The neck, if desired, cau be removed,
leaving only one more portion of the
bird to be dealt with. This is the backbone.
The backbone is broken about three
Inches al»ove the tail, and there you
are.
The dismemberment of your tur-

Dear Friend »:
I see that Aunt Madge has several times of
late been left to fill the column alone, and
though she Is quite capable of doing that, and
Hon to Cnltlvate Rrverence.
It* many readers, 1 know
There are two elements in reverence, most acceptably to
she is glad of help even if, like mine, it is not
love and awe. We love God because
efficient.
here I am after a long
So
always
!He is our Father; we fear God because
silence, which has not been due to lack of
of His majesty and holiness. To rever- Interest in the column.
ence Him as we ought we must have a
I ain sorry I cannot furnish the recipe for
child's affection and a sense of the dif- making housekeeping easy asked for by "Sister
ference between our weakness, sin and B-", and 1 fear other bus? ones will say the
iignorance and His infinite power, wis- same, but as housekeeping is made up of many
•dom and purity. The irreverent man and various lines of work, perhaps if each will
send a way of lightening the labor of some
ignorant both of God and of himself. j
branch of it, the result will be the one desired
It must be confessed that it is in many
I will send, as my contribution for this time, a
an
of
So
little
reverence.
age
ways
; recl(»e for washing fluid which saves the rubmuch that men held sacred has been
blog of clothes. It was given me by a friend,
called in question, so confidently have and is In weekly and successful use In her home
the overtumers of accepted beliefs spo- and that of several other families,
Iken their own belief that Christianity j Washing Fluid—One and one half ounces
of Sal Tartar, the same amount of Hmroonlnc,
has been overturned, so thoroughly has
one can Babbit’s potash; dissolve In six quarts
the crust of ancient prejudice and ob- of cold water, ana bottle. I'se from one hail to
one cup to threw palls water, adding as much
servance been broken up that in some
shaved soap as fluid. 8oak the clothes over
quarters it seems as if the fear of God night and put on to boil, both in cold water preand the respect for man alike have de- pared in this proportion, and boil them twenty
minutes.
parted from the earth. Some of us
Here is a hint also for those living remote
who would fain be reverent find our- from markets, and who sometimes have to scale
selves caught in eddies of unbelief Ush-always a disagreeable task, but made
from which It is difficult to escape. We much easier by first pouring boiling water over
’feel, as all right thinking men must the fish. Be carefu^not to use too much, and
feel, that we must approach God with do not let the fish lie in the hot water, It roust
humility, but we know not how to cul- ! be done very quickly.
1 am making my letter very long, bat 1 should
tivate in ourselves that spirit of reverlike to add a quotation which 1 read tne other
ence which we know is befitting.—Conday. It is short, hut it contains a whole sermon.
gregationalist.
And. by the way, does a sermon need to be long
to impress an important truth? Often 1 think
All of Ooe Piece.
the most helpful thoughts are expressed, or
Our religious life is all of one piece.
may be, In very few words.
We ought not to delude ourselves with
"We know not half the power for good or ill
the notion that we are serving God
Our daily lives possess o’er one another;
when we are at the same time dealing j A carele-s word may help a soul to kill,
Or by one look we may redeem our brother.
with
our
fellow men or indulgunfairly
"Tls
the great things that we do or say,
ing in loose and scornful utterances ! Hutnot
Idle words forgot as soon as spoken;
concerning them. These two things are j And little thoughtless words of every day
Are stumbling blocks on which the weak are
not consistent with each other.
If we
broken.
desire to show that we are sincere
Inns.
we
must
do
it by upright
jChristians,
You don’t know how welcome a sight of
character and a meek and gentle atwas to me, Esther.
It
titude toward ail men.—Nashville Chris- your handwriting
was good Christmas cheer to
tian Advocate.

|is

TUKKKY.

dressing.

pity past generations. Sometimes 1 think
there is about as much pity wasted as there

Ps. xxxix, 1-13; cxix, 81-8S; Eccl. xii,
13. 14; John ix. 4; 1 Cor. vi, 19, 20;
Eph. v. 13-21; Col. iv, 1-C; II Pet. Hi,
8-14; Rev. xxii. 12.

A

CUSTOM

lasting

stocking hanging

rABVK

lias made It usual hereabouts to eat turkey for our
Christmas dinner, and accordingly the festive bird win
grace many a table. But it Is not everybody who knows bow to carve a
turkey, and the hints given here may
help many a bewildered man to so demean himself that the ordeal may not
disgrace him In the eyes of the wife of
his bosom, ns well ns of those guests
who may be present at his board.
Have the turkey resting upon bis
back. Put the two tlned fork lu about
an inch la front of the peak of the
breastbone, where it will sink lnio a
hollow formed by the peculiar conformation of the brrnstbonc. The bird
Is then held firmly while the carving
Is being done.
The first thing to do Is to take off the
legs at the second joint. Cut down
alongside the leg and bear outward a
little, with the knife set well In.
The knife Is inserted above the leg.
and after making an Incision it is
pressed outward. The second Joint
then parts easily from the Ixxly. -liter both Ihgs an* removed In this manner the wings should be cut off. the
knife being used on practically the
same principle as that employed In removing the legs.
The next point for the skillful carver
Is to separate the •‘drumstick." or first
Joint, from the rest of the leg. This Is
done by fixing the fork in the second
Joint of the turkey. Then an Incision
Is made at the Joint, and the end of
the leg Is then pressed down with the
knife.
The breast of white meat Is now attacked. The fork Is again placed over
the breastbone in the original position,
and slices are removed from the breast.
The slicing should commence near the
peak of the breastbone, the cuts being
taken thinly, the knife held horizontally and the cuts extending downward
toward the wings. After the meat has
been taken from both sides of the turkey's breast in this fashion the knife
Is Inserted transversely behind the little projection on the breast between
the peak and the neek. This Is formed
by the “wishbone.”or “merry thought.”
The knife slips easily l>etween this and
the breastbone, so that the “wishbone”
Is easily removed, carrying with it a
liberal portion of white meat. The removal of the “wishbone” makes a con
venlent opening into tiie interior of the
turkey, through which a kihkhi may be
Inserted for the removal of the tasty

ItB Motto: “Helpful and Hopeful
Tone.—Numbering our dajs.—P*. xc.
The Ninetieth I’salm was written by
The purposes of this column are succinctly
Moses. It is the oldest poetical selec- Stated
in the title and motto-It is for the mu
tion In sacred literature. The sublimi- lu:: bem III, and alms to be lielpiui ami hopefulfor the common good, it Is for the com
Being
ty of its language and the solemnity mow use-a public servant,
a purveyor of In
of Its teachings have always been ad- formstton and suggestion, a medium for the InIn this capacity It solicit*
of Pleas.
lenhange
f.rth
mired. In majestic tone It sets
communications, and Its i-uw- dt pends largethe eternity of God and. contrasted ly on I lie sti| port given It In this respect. Combttl the name of
must l»e signed
munications
with It, the frailty of man anil the writer
will not be printed except oy i-cimi-slon
will lie subject to approval or
(brevity of human life. “Before the Communication*
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
(mountains were brought forth or ere win i«nj<ctid without good reason. Address
Shou hadst formed the earth and the I all com
mu mention* to
THE A M F UK'AN,
iworld even from everlasting to everKtlsworth, Me.
This of God.
Tliou art God.”
but of man: "Our days are passed
We spend our Sound over all waters, reach out from all lands,
away in Thy wrath.
voices, theciasj lug of hands;
(years as a tale that is told. The days The chorus ofthat
were sung by the stars of the
jof our years are threescore years and Sing hymns
morn,
(ten, and, if by reason of strength they Sing songs of the angels when Jesus was born*
Ibe fourscore years.yet is their strength
With glad juht'attons
labor and sorrojj. for it is soon cut off.
| Bring hoj*e to the nations!
and we fly away.”
The dark night la ending and dawn Is la gun,
The consciousness of the brevity of j
Kl-e hope of the ages, arl*e like the sun,
[life suggested to the psalmist the pray- All speech flow to music, all hearts heat as one'
er to God. “So teaeli ns to number our
of battle, the marches of peace;/
days that we may apply our hearts un- Bh>w, bugles
north and south, let the long quarri!
to wisdom.”
Well may we all bear in East, wert,
cease;
constant remembrance the Important
Sing the joy of great Joy that the angels began,
fact that life is short and that we may, Sing of glory to God, and ?f goodwill to man!
we should, pray to God to teach us to
Mark! joining In chorus
Man often fails to
number our days.
Tne heavens bend oVr us!
appreciate the brevity and uncertainty Ttie dark night Is ending, and dawn has begun,
of life. He lives as if he were always Rise, hope of the ages, aiise like the sun,
to live a lurid his present surroundings. Ad speech flow to music, ail hearts beat as one.
With God it is different. He is con—J. G. Whittier.
scious, ns we are not. of man’s narrow
span of life, and we need to pray that , A merry Christmas to all our M. B.
friends! 1 wish I had a personal Christlie may teach us to number our days,
mas remembrance for e*«ch one of you.
to keep pr perly before us the fact that
life here will have an end, and that at Some of us took back to the tlme—and a
no distant day.
hap y, satisfyli g time it was—when
The purpose of numbering our days Christmas delight consisted of a weilfliled
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KLL0WORTH

! MISTLETOE l::
..TALES!:

Ioc o o o o o o o o o o o"'

wbiout* *tn> iu«mi
«*!*■ t**
A buaMt of Lteorpool salt shall weigh *)
a ba*b*l of Turk* Island sail shall
and
pounds,
weigh To miumis.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes
In good or*hr ami hi Tor shipping, U ft> pou* .Isof apple*. *4 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of oeans In
good oi dot and lit for shipping. Is 62 pounds
5f wheat, beets, mta-haga turnips and peaH,Ku
of corn, 56 pound*; of onions. Si
pounds, of
carrot*, Kngllsn turnips,
pound*;
Indian meal, 50 bound-, of parsnips, 45 pounds:
of barley ftSo buckwheat, 4* pounds, of oats
ja |m>nn.Is, or even measure aa by agreement.
The price* quoted below are the r-tall price*
at Kid worth. farmer* can ea*lly rwkon fr«m
thc-c what the? are likely to receive In trade
or cash for their product*.

r”

go
g LEGENDS ABOUT THE l"
FLORAL EMBLEM
g“'
g

A0

Mistletoe,

ft.....

Dairy .•.ti««
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per ft.|«*|H
Best dairy (new).,*l6
Dutch Imported>. .....

Seufchatel...
Kgtr«*
.Storage egg* are selling at 18 cent*; fresh laid
Price* are expected to drop sudat 88 to 85.
denly after Christina*.
^
rre*h laid, per do*..
Poultry.
Chicken*..,,.
.I0»t20
fowl
.... ,4
...........

poplar, hawthorn, lime, maple,

Turkey*..

H«sy
Best loo**, per
Baled

ton...
30

Baled. *14
Tegetnble*.
Potatoes are higher.
Potatoes, bo
$1-00 Squash, ft
0J
01 Pin pumpkin*, each lu
onion*.

*>orse mines ten

Carrot*, ft

Oi <>br». bunch
25
01 Parsnip*, ft
05
01 Ib-ans—per qt—
Beet", ft
.04
Cabbage,
10 #12
Icltow-eye
SO
Pea,
10
Spinach, pk
fruit.
Annie*, pk
10*40 Omnip*. do*
Ma AS
(.ranbernc*, qt
10
Umoo*, do*
23gftj
Orocvrlsa,
Rice, per ft
CoSee—per ft
.06g.06
Wo,
W| *3 Pickle*. {tergal .43*.6.5
.40
Mocha,
Olive*, buttle
.23§ 73
J7 Vinegar-per gal
Java,
Pure cider,
.30
Tea—per ft—
.43§ 63 Cracked wheat,
.03
Japan,
JO§63 Oatmeal, per ft
.04
Oolong,
Sugar-per ft—
ti
Buckwheat, pkg
.0* tiraham,
.04
(.Granulated,
\ A B,
.^B
Coffee
,.V4
Kjemeal,
C
Yellow,
Oft* tiranulated meal,ft 0JI4 |

Turnips ft

—

llola<**ea—per gal—
Havana,
Porto fuoo,

Oil-tergal—
I,Indeed.
Kerosene,
Astral oil,

JS
Jo
J10

Syrup,

.33g.«3
12
IS

Building Material*.
1 is
spruce,
II §13
Hemlock.
Hemlock.
1 25
Hemlock board*, li#1.1 Clapboards-per M
Kxtra spruce,
24 §28
12gl6
Spruca,
1113ft) Spniw, No. I, 17§I8
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green in hoar;* we keep.
Heedless of the scowling weather,
I 1mm! 1pm of the gust* that sweep
O'er the woodlands and the heather.
Xla«M»** in the night wp King
By the aide of floral manger.
While the » h ketK widely awing
f
the pilgrim and the *tranger.
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Cedars with the r*'*.p« twinp
hunrel'e inner railing.
R uiid the
While the wind* and wave-, .ontbine
Coronachs and dirges wailing;
W hile the crown of drifted «n*>w
Cluster* o'er the marble'* whiteness.
Then, meseem*, the arctic floe
(dimmer* with a summer brightness.
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Wo give Money

Back, when anyone
la not satisfied
With Vinol,
his very successful in
Making Rich Blood,

Creating
st
Fan* of tin* loved and
Throng tin- c.urU wb. .? we assemble;
Rubicons of y ear* are cromed
ramble.
As in Yuli ’s 'wcet walk* we
Ob. the dear. tl»e c\.r mourned!
Ye. In more than olden bi-auty.
Are like angel guar-ta returned.
Shaiera in this holy duty.

Healthy Flesh,
Sound Bones

Hardening

Children with their banner*, see.
ha pel alcove* gather;
In the
Happy they with him to be
Children of a common Father,
ilear the organ'* prelude ring
With llie welcome to the morning.
While the festal centra awing
And the altar light* are burning.

Soft Muscles.
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We will tell you
Why we know that
Vinol Has No
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though shadows steal

t ruware# o*er all thy brightness,
Th..ugh yon naked boughs reveal
Marble mounds of ^nowy whiteness,
\ et the wreath of Christmas day
Green and fragrant ever liveth.
For the Hand that took away
Is the Maud that once more givcth.
—William B. Chiaholm.
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Tree.

Of all the Christmas preens the tree
is the aristocratic monarch, t’sed not
Itself
so much as an actual decoration
a
background for decoration, it
as
In the
figures as the central ornament
is
Christmas festivities. Its trimming
matter of mystery, its burtleu of
a
the rarest
lights, tinsel ami fluery
that jmeuile eyes ever look

spectacle

and its brief but triumphant
to lie long
career an epo< h in home life
Times.
r* membered.- PM’adelphia
upon,

Subscribe for Tlie American.

Hume,

M.

postmasters: Frank

Moulton; J. V. Lane, Augusta.
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domestic, aged sixteen, ifras
Wednesday.
The girl was standing near an open grate
when her clothing caught fire.
1. N. Malliday, who recently resigned
the
iiis position as field secretary of
to
Maine Sunday School
association
become superintendent of the Sunday
Rose Hhea,

a

burned to death at Calais last

!

Is wild that the American customs of celebrating the greatest
of all festival days, Christmas,
are descended from or are survUnls of the old world customs which
existed in England a couple of centuries ago. Yet when these latter are
examined Into it requires a wide stretch
of on unusually clastic Imagination to
link the ways of the present day with
those of the seventeenth or even the

IT

people’s

school and young

CAKE of yeast will raise a hundred
times its volume of dough; a

A

drop of ink will color

work at Oak-

land, California, is pleasantly located in
his

field.

new

its volume of water;

Capt. Thomas R. Wiliams, of Islesboro,
sged eighty-four years, died Thursday.
The

deceased

well

was

merriment Into the Christmas
season than we of this age do. and they
about
went
It with the same prearranged systematic care that a commernow
devotes to some great
cial prince

vessels which he sailed

more

had
the

“N. Berry”, the brig ‘‘Daniel Weband the “George Washington”.

er

ster”,

Knox county,
long illness
diseases, aged
Mr. Ulmer served in

Ulmer,

William

sheriff of

died last Wednesd »y after
with a complication of

a

sixty-seven years.
the Civil war as captain of the Second
Maine battery, and since that time bad
He had
been In business in Rockland.
served three

county, and

fail

terms

of dollars
One

sheriff of the

as

serving the fourth term

was

at the time of bis death.
The most disastrous

fire in

for years on Wednesday
livery stable of Burnham

Old

the

cents extra
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Don't take

will prove it!
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greater part of the big plant
Lumber Co.
The Willows and Cousins’
hotel were partially ruined by the fire
and water, and the residence of Ephraim
Cousins and the house of the Baldi
The
estate were more or less damaged.
total loss is upwards of $44,000 with a
total insurance of $23,300.
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single
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Sanborn's Coffee to-day.
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destroyed

few
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the schoon-

were

hundred times

a

pound for coffee will give you an
immeasurably finer beverage. It would
avail us nothing to say this if it were
not true.
We are spending thousands

He

known.

zlgbteenth century.
I | was born on tbti island and with the
It seems probable that the folks of ception of the time spent away at sea
a
dozen
naif
generations ago crowded spent his entire life there. Among

Sbai.
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bugs (moisture proof).
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mill privilege at Machias
purchased by E. B. Curtis, of
town. This mill privilege is con-

1
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Machias river.
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1

tide

river,
it

as

water,
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few rods

a

The

of Machias

liquor

peace.
Noise, bluster, feasting, drinking and
horseplay were the chief features of
the old time English Christmas. Giftmaking existed as It had for many previous centuries, but that was merely
an incidental feature and not nearly so
lmportnut as Aie work of the pompous
butler, upon whom devolved the responsibility of carrying Into the dining
hall the great boar’s head.
The oldtime Christmas began a week
before the arrival of the day. just as
the shoppers of today rush out with fat
purses to lure the holiday bargain. Hut
purchasing gifts did not bother the
heads or weary the bodies of the old
world folks.
The gathering of the holly and mistletoe for the decoration of house and
church was their initial task, and 11
was performed by the village on masse,
headed by brave pipers and tiddlers,
who filled the forests with the joyful
melodies of Christmastide. It was tin
mistle
pagans who first used holly and
toe for observances, and the practice
was adopted
by the early Christian
churches. The Greeks and Romans also
used them in their religious ceremonies,
as did the Druids and the Celtic and
Gothic nations. So the young maid o!
today who stands alluringly under a
sprig of mistletoe may find satisfaction
In knowing that she Is following the
precedent of centuries.
In Druidienl times the simple peasants flocked iu crowds to join the processions, In which the Druidlcal priests
The train
were the foremost actors.
cantiwas headed by the bards singing
A herald preceded
cles and hymns.
three Druids, furnished with implements for the purpose of cutting
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The wsges ov sin iz deth, no matter how
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A Good Thing,
Rub It In.

Historee says that ef a man wuld be a
leader he must be ready tu start long be-

processbun

fore the

It iz the birthrite
town tu hav

saloons
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brass, fixed to staves. Then followed the prince or chief of the Druids,
accompanied by all his flock and
The chief mounted the
followers.
oak, with a golden sickle detach
it
ing the mistletoe and presenting
to the priests, who received and bore
the blanches away with deep revOn the first day of the yeat
erence.
the branches, after resting on the
Druldical altars in the interval, were
distributed among the people as a
sacred and holy plant, the Druids crying. "The mistletoe for the new year!
Many were the superstitions attaching to this plant. Among the lattet
day charms associated with it, when
suspended in a bunch in the servants
hail, was the traditionary and favorite
observance of kissing the maids undet

!
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teme process) gives the most complete protection to a house and lasts much longer than any
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Auburn, $6,Bangor, $2,836; Batb, $2 429; Benedicts, $658; Bucksport, $1,007; Tbomaston,
$2,749; Gardiner, $1,138; Greenville, $1,227;
Le wist on, $6,014; Machias, $1,287; Phillips,
$818; Randolph, $1,955; Rockland, $667;
Waterville, $2,856; Wiscasset, $2,077.
enforced.

The Armor of
style

hope
people
financial coup, but the fun was of a place.
boisterous kind, quite Inconsistent with some mill or factory may soon be erected
a
i
on
which
for
score of
this privilege
the crowded way of living these days,
has been unused.
says the Washington Post. If one of years
the old merrymakers could come to ! The annual report of State Liquor Comllle on Christmas day and celebrate missioner J. W. Waketield, of Bath, has
|
the festival In the way fashion and been completed. His total sales for tbe
custom demanded In his time, he would year amounted to
$68,860, and over half,
probably tlml himself In the lockup $34,864, went to tbe city of Portland,
charged with rudely disturbing the where the
to be
law is
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Stove,
Dry *0ft,
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Rounding* per load
Nut.
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Call

wblb ;n

moun-

Haidar, the
bright ami the beautiful, the god of
light, was regarded with jealousy by
some of the other deities, ami
Frlgn. to
protect him, made everything in heaven
and earth swear to do him no
harm. Hut disregarding the mistletoe
ns being so slight and weak she omitted her precaution in Its case.
I.okl,
the malevolent Are god, seizing this
chance, bewitched a twig of mistletoe
till It swelled to the size of n spear
and, slyly giving it to blind Ilodar,
told him to throw It among the gods
when they were at play.
It struck Haidur anil killed him, but
Friga miraculously restored him to life
and thereafter guarded the mistletoe,
which the gods at her pleading decided
should be unable to do any mischief
again unless It touched the earth. For
this reason It always hung on high, anil
the vigilant goddess was propitiated by
a sign of amity and good will.
Many of the most Important rites of
the Druids were performed In connection with It, and today men and maidens hold that It constitutes a sanction
for salutes that might otherwise be
Yet the old mysterious
too dariug.
glamour of Its power to harm still
clings to It and Imparts a touch of superstitious witchery to the tragic fate
of the gay ybuug bride w ho, mad with
merriment, hid in the oak chest that
proved her tomb.

Fuel.

And

MISTLETOE

THE

ash and, first and foremost of all,
the apple tree. It roots firmly,
grows
slowly, gradually stifles the tree It embraces and then dies itself! In ancient
lore It had rare medicinal virtues, but
these have found oblivion with the
lapse of time.
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Week’s Windowings of News,
Novelty and Nonsense.
Among the nominations made Tbursday by Pres. Roosevelt, were the following
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associated with
both <-• iiuesly anti
tragedy,
m'l‘'
Us elevation to the
glory of a prominent Christmas decora:!, n to the
relics of Drnldleal supers!.lion and
again, even further back, to traditions of
Norse mythology, in which It played an important part.
Long before kissing was Invented or
ballads were made and
sung the mistletoe was a sort of fetich and Is as
capricious as most heathen deities. Inasmuch ns It has a marked preference
In the choice of a tree to
grow upon,
the oak, the larch mid the
poor being
tbe least favored, while It loves the
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Lots ov peopul air abowt haff way being that the maiden who missed being
heartily kissed under her mistletoe at tween w hat yu think tha air and what tha
Christmas would forfeit her chance ut pretend tu be.
A millunaire don’t weigh enny mor on
early matrimony and certainly not he
married in the ensuing twelve mouths. God’s stales than a man in a pare ov
alwhlc-h
A mediaeval observance
overalls.
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year.
dough or Yule cakes were consumed
These bore impressed figures in the
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Nor was the manger overlooked.
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the constitution does not follow the
flag absolutely, but partially. Second,
the sovereignty of the United States
to these new possessions carries with

'luorth^mtrican.
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safeguards as
to liberty, property, justice and protection. Third, the islands acquired

it all the constitutional
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Chances in President Roosevelt’s

now

where
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| general merchandise was not far bei liind in activity. Transporting interests were just beginning to overcome

oat wit out embarrassing the Presiwhen severe
dent's declared policy and until the congested conditions,
storms made the situation more comdepariui. nt measures in which he was I
plicated than before. In many indusspecially interested could be satisfac- tries it is not a
|
question of finding
a
Mr.
Ivaneed.
Smith
has
made
torily
I buyers, but securing the privilege of
a capable and satisfactory chief of a
; postponing deliveries beyond the date
department, wmcn, wntte not tne
An event of
meat conspicuous in the list, is yet of originally specified.
much promise in the industrial world
and
generally recognized importance,
was the organization of i committee
touches the interests of the people at
composed of representative employmany | oints. The new head of the
leaders and other wellers, labor
department, Henry C. Payne, of Wis- known
men, which will endeavor to
a
lias
consin,
special acquaintance
and other issues so as to
with postal affairs and administrative adjust wage
avoid the losses and distress caused
ability of a high order.
strikes. Any scheme that brings
Close upon the heels #f Mr. Smith’s by
and labor into closer contact
capital
comes
the
from
retirement,
report
cannot fail to benefit both.
that
a
Washington
change may shortly
be looked for in the secretaryship of
On the Wednesday before, adjournthe treasury. Mr. Gage, it is said, has
ment for the holiday recess, the House
for some time contemplated withof Representatives passed the Philipdrawing from public life and devoting
tariff bill as reported by the ways
his attention to banking again. This pine
and means committee. The minority
report lias been denied, but it recurs
their perfunctory opposiwith persistence in spite of some qual- presented
but their aiguments were as
ified statements on the part of the tion,
and their suggestions as
(secretary, it does not appear that rambling
as their opposition was futile.
Mr. Gage intends to give up his port- vague
Chairman Payne, after pointing out
folio in any haste, and it seems clear
that the democrats had done as much
that his relations with the President
to precipitate the Spanish war as had
is
are
It
entirely
satisfactory.
the republicans, and that both parthough
however, that the plan of
to their credit be it said, had
relirem- nt is present to his mind, and ties,
action uutil
tliat he will put it into effect at some postponed belligerent
consideration of humanity made
time in the not distant future, after every
it imperative, made an eloquent apthe President has had time to fix upon
for the support of the democrats
a suitable su -cessor.
In business and peal
in the effort of the majority to give
financial circles, Mr. Gage's retirethe Philippine Islands a government
ment will be regarded as leaving a
which would render the natives fit
the
iu
cabinet
which
it
will
not
be
gap
for citizenship in the United States,
easy to fill.
their own or any other country, and
Matne Political Gossip
which would impress upon them the
The State papers are already discuss- blessings of liberty and civiliz ition.
ing Maine politics. Some of the gosPatrick Mnllicrii l>end.
sip afloat is of especial interest to
East Si u-ivan, Dec 23 (special)— SunHancock county. A man prominent
ta affairs of the State said recently:
day morning the word pa—ed from lip to

lip.

Tnetv o tgiu not to be any trouble for a Ion*
time to com**, in acceptably filling the orti * of
M ornty general.
Mr. Seidera wl'l of course
hu eafMCoiul term, anil then there U quite a

Judge spams, or Bangor; County Attorney Hurt ram L Smith, of Patten; Hon. Hannli'ijl E. Ham In. of Ellsworth; Oscar F. Fellows,
ol Buck-port; Fred I. Campbell,of Cberr
It ooentH Improbable that both Mr. iiamllnand
Mr. Fellows will be found In the field, but It la
conial !ert*«i very probable that there will be
a

candidate

from

Thus pa—es

;

reason

bad gone out,

his

thousands

were

naugh' to him exoent “To Hsve and to
Hold”. Th-sio-vor the recent bu glare
at bm home, by which
he lo*t never#l
thousand dollars is familiar to Amehican
readers.
His only real home 'was with the late
j
La gd<-n Hill. Since Mr
Hill's des*h

Mrs Mill ha-* stood in the name re lion,
and at that home he has been in.nl tered
unto in hi-* illness and found a welcome
says:
I during health. eking bis 3*bb.*th ie>i in
Tucre In prospect of some excitement over the the
;
chimney co ner.
next republican nomination tor senator from
A brother of Mr Mill hern h*»> l.tely
Hie .astern section of Hancock, as several gen 1 arrived in New York from I eisud. and
tlemen arc r« port.-d to have re.novel thilr coats I with a nephew and grandnephew*, is on
his «way here.
or to have placed themselves In the hands of
tbclr friend"
These are Sherman S Scammon,
State (irange
Itict rs.
who repr. f*en«eit the Franklin class in the last
AT the meeting of the 8tate grs- ge in
legislature, E s. Clark, of Bar Harbor, exi
county attotiev, and John W Somes, of Mt. Bangor Urn Wt-ek, officers wore tie*.I d aDesert, wli r- presented the Eden clans at Au- ! follows: Master O Gari* er, Rock Mrut;
gusta last winter.
overseer, Boyden Bearce, Bast

j

politician

|

j

Up in Aroostook county there is a
lively contest for nomination for State
senator, in which a former Ellsworth
man, Seth T. Campbell, of Island
Falls,

is named

as

one

of the candi-

dates.
Walter

I. Neal, the welJ-known
game warden, will be a candidate for
the posinou of postmaster of the Senate at the next session.
Mr. Neal
ser-ed for several sessions, prior to
The
the last, as House postmaster.
of the last Senate was the
ate S. A. Holden, of Tremont.

!>ostmaster

The New United States.

The fi.at week in December the
United States supreme court decided
two cases that were of far-reaching
this country, and have detei mined the relations of the United
States to the islands that have come
the war with
to uv as a result of

import

to

Spain.
Three

principles

were

estaonsned

by these “insular test cases"

First,

Eddington;
utii China;

on

ito%r«»i»

constipation forever

cure

faad

ruddy cranberry distills Us juices

mooey

2Utt)CTU»nnnU4.

pudding's spicy odors pervade the very
air,

Apple | Ie and pumpkin stand In splendid, long
array;
Hut alas! they

::

SALE

SPECIAL

disappear In the old conventional

already

way.
—Good

The smelters

are

on

Hou»rke*ping

the ice

Surry and Brooksville.
are sby.

|CANDIES j

again at

But the little fish

<!

!!

Somebody

Buck's
was

trying

Is

Harbor

nothing

sea

more

to

poke

Holidays^

I!

at that

serpent by saying it
than

a

sea

lion

home

on an

Toddy pond

Those

flrs

have

II
|
■

blossomed

,

Christmas greetings pour In upon Thr
American from its correspondents and
readers, making lighter the work of the
office in spite of the necessity of crowdWe return
ing six days’work into five.
all these greetings with interest.

man

who

dollars

East

Sullivan

robbed of several

thousand

Mulhern,
was

the

truth.

OUR LEADERS

;

2 lbs broken candy. 25c

<*
<►
••

;;

heart, but those who knew him best say
he never seemed to realise his loss, or if
be did. be thought less of it than did

$

quarters
thing in

one

day a boat rowed in with an infrom one of the near-by islands.

Shaving Sets.

this awkward and apparently green “son
of the sea”.
Among other things, the
artist tried to impress the youth that he,
the

artist,

vegetarian.

was a

♦

for every,

t

The fisher

etc.
Also

a

Biuehiil Buy.
Among changes in buoys along the;
Maine coast are tbe following iu Biuehiil
bay:
A black spar buoy,
No. 0, has been

Buoys

In

moored in thirty feet of water to mark
tie shoal northeast of Bar island, and a
h»ack <*i*d white spar buoy in perpendicular stripes has been moored in seventeen
feet of water to mark Trumpet island bar,
between Trumpet and Bar islands.

t

Razors,

X

right.
long experience
treat him

X

i

paid. I don't
profit myself

want O

the 6 1
trapper gets his share, and 1 S !

y
S

B.

F.

—

I have had
in handling 5 ;

PHILLIPS,

g

fij

WE DO NOT SAY
lliMSvrut1 T.ir ami " I hi Cherry Cough
itaiMiu *lte»t* \*•*'%* 1** run* • very coat'll,
Uui it will iHUteno near to it that we fee'
l»< rfectiy aafe In **> 1 -g Him It you do not
feel aail.-Ue«i whit wit >t It doe* for you,
Untie and we
> ou tuny return the « m t
w ill
a* a
*1'« you Iwtik >our money.
matter o fwt, wre’ve only b*-en a«ked to
rrfuud tin ni n.e> three or four time* In
th

lar-l

wrt»

_\

SPECIAL NO r ICE.
in Cuniculocna Park. I
to life and property
from the county of Hancock, the ritate of
Maine, and the United States of America.
Maby C. Frrtz Austin.

25 lbs Granulated Sugar,
1

lb 50-cent Tea.

*2

!l»s

unusually attractive.

8|M'cial attention
large tine of
HAMBURG EDGING
M

i-

][
<!

Fancy Bio Coffee,

< ►

want to call
to a

that we arc

closing

II

For $2.00

►
4 ►
4 ►
4 ►
<
4

out

AT COST

Rest Water-white lflo test

to make room for new lot.

Kerosene

[

Oil,
<

Leave orders

w

ith us for your

9

I Christmas Turkey
—-

j

__

WHITING

A

E

]:

per Gal

c

4 *

o

______

BROS.
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a
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C. W. & F. L. MASON,

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,
First National Bank Building, Ellsworth.
SECURE

YOURSELF

against loss by FIRE, Take out a
policy in our agency and lie free from

RAYflENTS

j

|

|

Bankrupt's ivution for l>i»« hwrge.
lu the matter of
/it Bankruptcy
Frkdkhicr ll. artusxi*,
)
Bankrupt,
To the Hon. Nuthati Webb, Judge of the District court of the United States for the District of Maine.
FREDERICK H. MOSES, of Bucksport. in
the county of Hancock, and State of
Maine, in said district, respectfully represent*
that on the 12th day of October iaat past, he
was
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the
Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has fully complied
with all the requirements of said acts and of
the orders of court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate,
under said bankrupt acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 3d day of December, a.d. I9ui.
KKfcOkUH K H. Mohrs.

|

are

particulars.

HOT WATER HEATING AND PLUMBING.
Latest improvements in both
systems.
Pint-class workmanship.
Prices as
low as is consistent with good work.

“CLARION

1

d. 1902, before said court at Portland. In said
district, at 10o'clock in the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and that all known creditors, aud other
persons in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all knowu creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Witness the Hono-abie Nathan Webb, Judge
of the said court, and the seal thereof, at
Portland, in said district, on the 21st day of
December, a. d. 199:.
A. H. Davis. Clerk.
| L. B.|
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—A. H. Davis, Clerk.

losses

Write us for furthur

J

a.

on

LIBERAL, PROMPT ami SURE.

i.tga! Noture.

be
at
banking
Tuesday, the fourteenth day of Janu*
ary next, at 3 o’clock p. m.. for the choice cf
directors, and the transaction of any other
business that may legally come before them.
John N. Swazky, Cashier.

not

foreign

APOTHECARY.

rooms

trespass
DO demand
protection

*
and

C. A. PARCHER,

Spnial Notices.

NOTICE.
fTsHE annual meeting of the Ellsworth Loan
and
X
Building Association, for the election of officers, will be held on Monday evening, Jan. 20,1902, at 7.80, at the rooms of the
First National Bank.
Hknky W. Cushman, Sec’y.

of domeatlc

car-

^TIHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
kins. Ellsworth, Me.
X she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Nehenuah H Higgins, late
of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock
ta Let.
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs
All persons having demands against the esfloor snd basement— ! tate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
in Masonic block ou male street, until
thereto are requested to make payment imrecently occupied by the Hancock County
Maxiom b. Higgins.
Puolianiug Co. inquire of John B. Rkuman. mediately.
Decembers. 1901.
in
the
same
building.
agent,

-w.

4 ►

worry.

ONE

-<■

For $1.50 i:

RUGS

^
^

< *

nKHl'K MV

band saw machine 1 buzz planer, 1
surface planer, 1 large and 1 small wood
turning laihe, I ripping saw machine. 1 saw
bench (all iron). 1 swing saw, 71* H. P. gasoline engine.
All in good working order. Also
hang* rs, shafts, pulleys, etc. Isaac L. Hodo-

v-

:

< ►

lb VMsent Tea.

!

linen handkerchief with

tMUtnrtment

U

Q Main st. Gopp depot), Ellsworth, y
a c<^x^>:<<m:<k>oooock>oock>oocO

jFor Salt.

NOTICE.
rPHE anrual rnetti g of the stockholders of
the Haucock County Fair Association
1
will he held at the office of said association,
in Ellsworth, Hancock ronnty, Maine, on
day of January, a. d WOT,
Monday, the aitth for
at 2 o’clock
the election of officers
p. m.,
for the ensuing year, and for the transaction
of any other business that may
properly come
oefore said meeting,
H. F. Whitcomb,
Secretary and Clerk of said Association.
Ellsworth. Dec. 25. 1901.

Our

1« a

X

fiDhntcB.

“-T. -W-V-

fine line of

a

....

2*2 lbs (Granulated Sugar,

Ragli-h initial.

2

T

..

ap-

unusually popular article this

old

♦

in

STuIlE—Rooms—first

*ea»on

STRATTON & WESCOTT X

Ellsworth or vicinity to sell
our t*as. c* ffee, etc.
For terms apply to
Grand Union Tka Co., 114 Main St., baugor,
Maine.

VGENT

an

|

etc.

more

< i
< I
4 ►
>

UMBRELLAS and FANCY GOODS

J

large line of Andirons, Fire
Sets, Screens, etc.

Cash
all the

\

CASH!!

FOR

u*ual Hue of holl*

present*-nothing
proprUte.

We have

2
2

»o our

Urge selection of

BOOKS

X

X

g

1W*hflit*as Cannot lx* Ctir«-tl
hy local applications, as a thev cannot rearh the
diseased t onion of the ear. There in only one
that h by conatltu
wav to cure <h-afu> ha and
tlonal renierile*
Deaf (teas la caused by an inflamtsi condition of the mucous lining of the
Eustachian Tula?. When this luhe is Intlxmed
von havc a rounding sound or imperfect hear
a.id when U Is entirely closed, dealness 1*
the result. and unless the Inflammation can be
taken out and thla iui*e restored to its normal
condition, hearing will Is? destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused bv Catarrh,
which is nothing but an Inflamed condition of
the mucous surf ces.
W»* will give One Hundred Dollars for any
it*ai rancase of d* a fans* (caused by cntairh
Hend for
not’ e cured lij nail s < aiarrh t.ure
ditruiars, free.
F .1 CHENEV A CO-.Tol do. O.
Hold by all druggist", 7i*c
Hall’s Family hill are the l»e"t.

added

t» a

J

==-*—-.New

have

▼ For Christmas

Shears,

Scissors,

looked him over with an amused
as though he would attempt to dispute his statement. “I don’t know as you ;
know what a vegetarian is,” said the artist.
“A vegetarian la--” “Oh, I know,” said t be
fisherman, shouldering his clam basket;
“I’ve got two on ’em on my island; one is
a bull and the other a monkey.”
man

We

day goo

X

Carving Sets,

look,

Christmas Goods

t

—

of this disease may i»e Inferred from
the multitude so call* d “medicines’4 offered as a
remedy.
They are often In tablet form, and
have no value except as palliatives of the irn
mediate effects of dyspepsia
The man who
used them may feel better but is surely getting
worse- They do not touch the real cause of the
disease
l»r. Fierce’s Golden Medical l»iscov
er.v is a medicine specially prepared to cure diseases of the stomach and organ** of digestion
and nutrition. It is not made to give temporary
relief but to effect a permanent cure. In ninety-eight cases out of every hundred it cures per
feetly and permanently.
It has cost Dr Fierce #2\000 to give away in
the !&i*t year the copies of his People’s Com
mon Sense Medical Adviser, which have been
applied for This hook of 1008 pages is sent
free on receipt of 2 one cent stamp** to pay ex
tXNwe of mailing onlu
Addre*> i>r. K. V.
Fierce, Buffalo, N. V.

|

head-

Fine Pocket Knives,

The artist entered into conversation with

ELLSWORTH. ME.

STREET,

4

CUTLERY.

in
which
the
scenery
island abounds. While working near the
habitant

we are

MAIN

|

ellsworth

that

picturesque
shore

J

Holiday
Hoods, don't forget

summer

i

W. OREELY,

A.
B

MO.

buying

brought to Swan’s Island
smo'-g other rusticators an artist with
regulation amount of long hair and
erratic ways, who spent the greater part
of
summer
the
bold
painting the
Last

//'
;

THE TIME TO BUY.

! coll to your notice that t do not menu 4
figure can<ti«** of a«*y de*crlpUon, t*ut f
that th* candle* that I could manufac ure 4
are ro «de for me l»y one of the mod
cun
+
petent carid> tnamj‘acturera In the state. 4

those about him.

good

a

The goods I hare were bought to sell and not to keep. Prices
the same at Christmas as they will be at P ast I>ay, and this is

a%w_4

33 Vain st..

F.vervbody appreciates

I>en. hut no one who has not
used a Fountain Pen knows
what a convenience they are.
I iiavc the Parker, Wirt and
Moore—all as good as the best.
Prices from fl.00 to $4.00.

are regaining their old popularity. A large line from
which to choose.

i

C. H. LELAND,

FOUNTAIN PENS

PINS AND BROOCHES

f

MIXED NUTS sad WALNUTS I
15© per pound
4
« f 10. 1ft,
The heat 1
and 20c
oundlea you ever

i

few weeks ago, is dead.
Some
newspapers are trying to prove that the
loss of bo much money broke Patrick’s
a

candy, 25c

still popular. I have a full
assortment at reduced prices.
art'

mike

?.

:

j

Silver Novelties

useful and sensible
presents for weddings or
Christmas.
A fresh stock
and good assortment from
which to select

}

$30.00

to

75c

STERLING SILVER WARE

♦

I
;
\
;

CHAINS to go with them from
7.V I., fl.V

I

The largest and best assortment ♦
of candy in the city. Come and 1» t
convinced that what we say is thi ?

3 lbs mixed

—

Patrick

TO SELECT FROM 100

I

that

this way from its Arctic
iceberg.

had floated down

the “seal of friend
is the gift of gifts.
They are very popular. I have
the largest ami most attractive
assortment of rings I ever
carried. Prices from

ring is
ship", and

Tlie

$2.50 to $40.00

$

100 DIFFERENT KINDS

RINCS

1 f you are in want of a watch
1 have a large number from
which to select Prices from

||j

LELAND’S,

33 MAIN STREET,
;;
] | continuing until after the

avoid hurry.

and

now

have

as some

early opportunities,

your selections

Make

WATCHES

AT

_

1

extent

lie wise and take advantage of
done.

APPROACHING.

IS FAST

CHRISTMAS

|

lecturer, W. J. Thompson, S*
steward, C. VY. Benson, Durham; assistant steward, 8
C. Thompson, White’s
Corner; ebap-ain, R G F*»**e. Cornish;
anm ai. hutixo.
B
treasurer, Vi
Hunt, Centre B-’ oiit;
annua1 meeting of the stockholders of
H. Libbev, Dtritfo; gnle- rpHE
secretary, E
1
the Bucln-port W’ater ( ompauy will be !
keeper, 8. K. Cushman, S:eunen ; Pomona, held at the office of Parker Spofford, in I
Mm. Bo dm Bearce, E E Idtngtmi;P ora, J Buik-port. on riaturdar. Dec 29, 1901. at 2
Mrs O U-irdncr, R^feimid; Ceres, Mrs. p. in for the purpose of choosing a Board of I
Directors and transacting such other busi*
R. G. FeHke, Cornish; lady ae-sisiant siewness as shad come before them.
Bankrupt.
«rd, Mrs. S C Thompson, W bite’s Corner;
O. P. Cunningham, Sec’y.
Order of Not lor Tliereon.
members of executive cotmnitue, John
Buck sport, Dec. 20. 1901.
District or Mains »a.
Dority. Buebtil, and Columbus Hayford,
NOTICE.
On this 2l*t day of Decemuer, a. d. 1901, on
Mayiriiie
petition, it is—
Hucksport National Bank of Kurksport. reading the foregoing
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
annual meeting of the stockholdera of
Americans are known as a dyspeptic people.
f|AHF.
upon the same on the 10th day of January,
held
their
JL this bank will
The

"*AA/W%A^Wvrv*v_

IT IS UP TO YOU!
-1 I AM PREPARED

mentor-

»

With

IiCCO fall, druggtais

rare;

Plum

from

as

improvement

an

KdaraitfeM

the

Hancock county.

Of Hancock county senatorial contest, a prominent Hancock county

"Patrick is dead.”

stage of life a figure familiar to three
generations Patrick Mo hern wa- born
in Ireland in 1S15
X2e came to this section of the country when a young man
His first earnings was the acorn which
has made steady bu* sturdy growth until
in these last days, when the light of

for

diatancea.

Candy Cathartic,

at,”

the class of goods especially stimulated by Christmas demand occupied
the position of greatest prominence,

.a

|

patent ha* recently been granted Ira

toe

as

Holiday trade reached its maximum
this week, nearly all sections of the
country reporting exceptional distribution, says Pun'* Review. While

the President was a step taken
ih fulfillment of a plan long since
formed, the execution of which
xvas del iyed until it could be carried

are

ing

thereof.

actual or prospective, have
attracted some attention of late. The
first actual break occurred in the
retirement of
Postmaster General
Smith
In his letter of resignation
Mr. Smith animated that his separation from
the official family of

cabinet,

C0i)Ceu>»i‘ of a«r tlemeo, wlMug to allow the
nri.i tie of tin- Portland gentleman to fall gracefully over their »-boulders. Already mentioned

clown.
The tart and

A

Haien

into gorgeous Christinas trees, sparkling
the expression goes, “where we
with spangles and lights. Wouldn’t their
in reference to ourselves and sisters on the shores of
Toddy pond turn
our new possessions and the peoples
green with envy could they see them now!
or,

f'nblnet (

THR KITCHEN.

CHRISTMAS IN

A. H. Holt bat returned from vlaitin* ber son* In Monroe and Hover.
,
Mm.

Hancock county grangers are pleased
vested with full and sovereign political power, in that they cannot, as in- at the election of John E. Dority, of
as member of the executive comhabitants of said territories, vote for Biuehill,
mittee of the State grange.
presidential electors; (3) the people
of the unincorporated territory, such
fun

21 25 26 27 28

n

er

*iorth l.rnnoins.

i

With the biting frost of Christmas come* the
Christmas appetite.
.tin
Anti the woman in the kitchen Is working
and might
The
To feed her hungry household.
turkey’s
crl‘ p and brown;
lie Is stuffed to the proportions of an apoplectic

States.

MOON'S PHASES.

C
Moon
CN**w

reg-

There are, then, three classes
citizen—(1) citizens vested with

1__

13 17 18 19 20

can

constituents—! 1) states, (2) incorporated territories, (3) unincorporated
territories belonging to the United

Sa.

6

the

ulate and even dispose of them.
From these principles, this nation
henceforth consists of three integral

1901
Fr.

of

fiom

COUNTY PUBLISHING OO.
Roi i.inh. Editor and Manaaer

«H h

'awwntffmniw.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

of an

RANGES. FURNACES, STOVES.

EKi

tin ware-

Main Street.

J. P.

ELDR1DQE.

Ammunitlon

Ellsworth,

Me.

---

§

8 “Flowers

|

g8
g
g

2

always fit presents be- g M.
M.
cause they are a proud as- 6
sertion

that

ray of X
beauty outvalues all the 0
utilities in the world.”
5
—Emerson. X
a

_

8 ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE ?
TBuenioaa coaascriua.

—

BEST; IT COSTS NO MOKE.

LA OIKS’ rl’ AI LOR 1 Mi
ami OKESSMAKINU
In newest and up to-dtte aty lea
I»ric«*«
rca&onaitle.
Call and la? convinced.

NIAIIEL N. JOY,
Block

"suiUos

MERTZ,

Practical Tuner
Repairing

a

Ell.wonh

^'.“Vo

socialty.

Fourteen years’ factory experience.
Out of town orders solicited

I)mp a postal or leave ordeVs
T. Crippen’s music
store,
worth, Me.

P>>CK>C“:<>OCtOoOOOOOCH>>>-.<> 08

SJ

THE

are

0 Flowers and Plants for the Hoi- 6
idays can be had at the
X
5

g

«JET

at J.
Ells-

MERRY

NEW INDUSTRY/

CHRISTMAS.

Holiday

, 'elebrntlona of the

A CONTRACT WHICH MAY MEAN

worth Churches and

There

MUCH TO CITY.

Christ

were

In

Ells-

Sunday Schools.

mss

and

sermons

PLAN AT LENGTH.

E Iswortb fhurcbts
The Sunday schools, with the
of the Congregational, will
WOOD STAVES FOR THE STANDisve tbeir Christmas festivals this (TueaARD
OIL COMPANY.
!
The Congregatlonal Sunay) evening.
lay school will have its Christmas enterCharle. W. Pierce, euperlntendent of 1
atnmciit Wednesday evening.

WE

WILL

the Rtwm

MAKE

A

hrlstmas music In the

MILLION

HARD-

just closed
much for

unday.

j | xception

mill at Ells wort hjall*, has

saw

a contract which may
the future of Ellsworth.

mean

APPROVES

HAVE INCREASED.

J

The

nent.

of

the entertain*

j

J

larger

orders may be
and tt>e development

dustry

expected

.Mrs Fullerton and Cora Stevens
Recitation.Nellie Treworgy
Recitation.
Cora Stevens
»uet

follow,
of the hardwood into

Ellsworth will be assured.
been working hard toward this end for the past two yesrs, in
tact, ever since he returned to Ellsworth
and took bold of the hardwood busine-s.
He deserves great credit for having Anally
secured a contract which will give Ella*
Mr

worth

of

to snow

opportunity

what she

its brownie assistants wl l appear.
The
food Saint Nick will be greeted by reprelentatives of ail nations.

do in the hardwood line. The contract, as reported above, wastclosed by Mr
Pierce at a meeting with a representative
of the Htandard OH Co. in Boston last

direct.

and hauled to the m’li

It

The Baptist Sunday school will have its
Jbriatmas trei this (Tuesday) evening,
it

pond,

will be

class of work.
The reason the staves could not be sawed
out at the steam mill at the head of the
falls Is that no hardwood was cut o*i
Union river last summer. If other contracU follow- the first experimental order,

demonstrated

tvening.

be

successfully

mill will

not

be

done.

this !

idle

however. Mr. Pierce is buying
for spool bars, and will get out
about 500,000 by next spring. He has just
closed a contract for that number.
There is every reason to hope that next
will see extensive
summer and winter

winter,

operations
ufacture

In hardwood lumber and

on

man-

j
j

In

represented

be

the

contest

for

the

There can be only one result to
tuch a contest, and Christmas receives
he crown. The entertainment is for the
:hildren of the Sunday school and memi>era of the society.

MEMORIAL

No Con
trlbutors.
.y'-: PostotBce.
«»
Ml I>e«Tl.
34
Nurtbra*t Harbor.....
17
Seal
41
Lemofne.
7
JLamolne Beach
Worth Bluehlll.

Center..

^Hancock.
West Hancock...

Aurry.
lit Hebert Ferry.
Worth Penobscot.
Oder Creek.
W *si K«lcn.

INwICove

graSkoobstot
Worth Brooksvllle.
South l»eer Isle.

Amt.

CATHOLIC.

Joseph’s Catholic

At St.

be the

will

usual

Christmas Day.
will

be

as

church

there

special observance of
services for the day

The

Low

follows:

mass

at

7®);

high mass at 10 30, vespera at 7 30. The
mass is as
! musical programme for high
follows:

♦lOWj
16 Sft

Prelude..Mozart
Warner
( hrl-misa hymn.
Kjrle. Emerson

7 06
..Emerson
*
Gloria.
Emerson
1 12 i redo.....
1 Offering—Salva Regina.Emerson
1 45
Mrs E .1 Walsh
110 ..Emerson
a deale FMetea.Novi Ho
3 30
Agnus Del.Emerson
100
Bandcl
Poetlude
Miss N M Dutton, organist
2 33
3 00
In the afternoon at 2 o’clock the children of t he Sunday school will have their
50
1 to Christmas tree entertainment.
..

«
5

21
2
1®
3
1
4
9
2

10®

®

3 00

NORTH

a 00

'9

1

ToUl.

Postmasters

en-

pretty little plot, ‘‘The
browning of Christmas”, will he preaentThe various holidays—New Years,
»d.
Valentine’s Day, Children’s Day, Fourth
>f July, Thanksgiving, Christmas— will
the

:rown.

follows:

'ii'fflk

Congregational Christmas

the

rtaininent

Contributions to the Fund from Hancock County Towns.
Contributions to the McKinley memorial fund so far reported by i)r. R. L.
Grludle, of Mt. Desert, the Hancock
county member of the Stale committee,
•re as

CONGREGATIONAL.
At

I

Union river.

M’KIMjKY

ff

ind Alexander Kerr.
If the storm continues the entertainneut will be postponed until Cbristmsa

stock

1

ren-

the lumber will be cut up river and driven

The steam

+

will be tbe

of the

part
programme
lering of the Christmas cantata “The
of
the
Joining
King”.
The choir will render the choruses,
luets and solos, while the following will
live the recitations and dialogues: Misses
3*tey, Strout, Royal, Nortou, McGown,
)ay, Shorey, Pettiugill, Jordan, Falls,
£err, Robert Fernald, Austin Maddox,
riarold Thurber, R-Hph Royal, Everett
Rjyal, Earl Strout, Lin Beckwith, David

necessary to Install at the mill new and
heavier stave machines for this special

can

1

!

570

75;

nnd others in whose hands

i

eWbscription papers remain are requested j
to report to Dr. Grindle as soon as possible.

/

New Officers In

!

gtoulugton.
Btomnutos. Dec. 23 (sp dal) At a
tO*n me* ling here to day, J E.Hmaltwasj
elected asieetmau and Lyman Cousins
—

ELLSWORTH.

James Lynch, of North Ellsworth, died
Friday, in the seventy-fifth year of his
Mr. Lynch lived on State street,
age.
Pond spring, until a few years ago,
when he moved to the farm at North Ellsworth. Over two years ago, Mr. Lynch
was
severely gored by a bull, receiving injuries from which be never fully
He leave# two sons, Charles
recovered.
Lynch, of West Somerville, Mass., and
Funeral
George Lynch, of this city.
services were held at the North Ellsworth
l apel Sunday, Rev. J. P. JHmonton.of
the Ellsworth Methodist church, officiatnear

ing.

ftbbiitiatmmte.

W. R.

PARKER--—J

iff /&3?

CLOTHING CO.
Dutchess
Trousers

have heard

A great many people
of the Dutchess Trousers, while
a greater number have tested the
excellent wearing qualities of
these

HAVE

THEY

goods,

NO

l'or working men

SUPERIOR.

Kvery pair being sold under the following guarantee:

Buy

a

pair

of DUTCHESS TROUSERS and

wear

For every button that pulls off we will
If they rip at the waist band we
pay you 10 cents.
will pay you 50 cents. If they rip elsewhere we will pay
or

give

you

a new

pair of

£

\

trousers.

Add to this the fact that you are trading with a
firm that always backs up its goods, no matter
what the price, and you are sure there can be no
mistake if you buy

'DUTCHE55

Mt Desert
as

Island,

looks

at any time since it

At

a

trade
matter

now

first broached.

was

special meeting
last
Wednesday
was

favorable

as

of the

board of

evening,

laid before tho

business

the
men

Increasing interest in
the proposed line, and gaining additional
with the desire of

moved for

week.

a

Wednesday, the route from
Portland to eastern Maine for passengers,
mail and express was by rail to Rockland, thence by steamer “Pernaquid” to
Since last

Mt. Desert

Ferry,

where connection

was

made with the Maine Central.
The

break

played

on

havoc

the

with

shown

ialer, when the

mittee made another
ness men

of the

soliciting

canvass

of the

com-

busi-

railroad

the mails.

town, and secured ad-

subscriptions.

The

business

beginning to realize more fully
than before not only the benefits to them
of the proposed line, but tho probability
of its financial success.

TR0USER5.

W. R. Parker

Clothing Co.

BOARD

OF

TRADE MEETING.

j

Col John F. Whitcomb said he would
be glad to see the project go through,
sod promised to do his part towards it.
He touched upon some of the practical
features which should be looked into—
river and wharves,
of
the condition
He thought the boat described by
etc.
Mr. Tapley is t he one wanted.
L. F. Giles called upon Mr. Tapley to
give some facts regarding the financial
success of other small steamboat lines in
this section, which he did. showing that
ot her lines established wit h smaller possibilities t han t his, had met with strik> log success.
8. Lord spoke of the depth of the
I river, and the advantages of a side-wheel
He though there
boat over a propeller.
would he no trouble with such a boat ss
I the “Attaquin” entering the river at low

|

water.

Col. C. C. Burrlll thought t he steam hoat
line proposed would pay; it would cer1 tsinlv heln El'sworth.
j James A. McGown spoke briefly in
which, lie said,
; favor of the prnj-et.
would undoubted'y be a good thing for
the city
On motion of Capt. 8. L Lord, the hoard
voted its approval of the project, and the
I boat under consideration. The meeting
then adjourned.

I

of Pure Blood
That is what is

required by

every organ of the body, for the
proper performance of its functions.
It prevents biliousness, dyspepsia, constipation, kidney complaint,
rheumatism, catarrh, nervousness,
weakness, faintness, pimples,
blotches, and all cutaneous eruptions.
It

all the vital processes.

perfects

To the confusion attendant

unprecedented

usual Christman

It

and out.

on

this
the

grist of mail matter in
put the force at the

all has

postclfice

under

a

very

severe

strain, but at this writing the boys
still doing business at the old stand.

when he had taken the second was like
another man
free from that tired feeling
and able te do his work.

are

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Promises to

cure

and keeps the

promise.
Accept no substitute,
but get Hood’s today.
Three things to love—courage, gentleand aff otlon.

ness

Lots of
they

were

You

can

writers actually imagine
born poe*s.

verse

tell

the

feed at any
some raeu’s

REPORT OF THE

east

Sid Dec 18, sch Mary Augusta, Philadelphia
for Boston
Ar Dec 19. sch Harry Knowlton,from St John,
N U for Philadelphia
Sid Dec 18, sch Alcyone, Port Johnson for
Northeast Harbor
Ar Dec 21, sch Mary
C Stuart, Richards,
Shulec, N S; R T Rumilett, Fountain, Hartford;
F R Nwtrd, Gardiner for Philadelphia.
Portland—Ar Dec 20, schs Catherine, Splllane, Bangor f*»r Ihverly; John Braccwell,
Stonlngton for New York
Ar Dec 18, sch Myronu-*, Bluehlll for Aw
^
York
Portsmouth—Sld Dec 21, sch H M Mayo
Pascagoula—Sld Dec 18, sell J Maxwell,
Crabtree. New York
Rockland—Cld Dec 17, bark Rebecca Crowell,
Dow, Luenburg and Buenos Ayres
Vineyard Haven —In port Dec 19, sch
Helena, for Boston
Ar Dec 22, b« h Georgletta, Sullivan for Providence
Sht Dec 20, schs Lavolta, for Portland; Pocha-set, for Stonlngton
Charleston—Sld Dec 20,
sch
Florence
Lelanu. Barker, New York.
Delaware Breakwater—Sld Dec 21, sch
Medford, Leland, Norfolk.
Savannah —Ar Dec 2i, sch D D Haskell, New
York.
Foreign Ports.
«

1, sch Helen G Mose-

R—In port Dec 8, sch Maud
Snare, Lowt-ll, for Brunswick
Rosario—Ar Nov lO, bark John S Emery,
Wyman, for Boston
Notes.
Vineyard Haven, Dec 18—Sch Helena, from
Turks Is'and for Boston, at this port, experienced heavy weather during her passage, ami
was compelled to j -ttlson a few tons of sail
from the forward hold to lighten her; will be
towed to Boston.
Bark Allanwllde, at Boston, from Rosarlo.lost
and split sails In gale Dec 16
First M -te
Holme*, of Machlas, died at sea Aug 27, on ttie
outward passage.
P

OF THE

at

Dec. 10, 1901.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation...
Premiums on U. S. bonds.
Stocks, securities, etc.
Banking-house, furniture and fix-

MARRIED.

tures.

Other real estate owned.
Due from State banks and baukers,
Due from approved reserve agents
Checks and other cash items.
Notes of other National banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and cents.
Lawful money reserve in bank, viz.:

Specie.19, 96 65
Legal-tender notes-9 9'P 00
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation).
Total.
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in.
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits less expenses
and taxes paid.
National bank notes outstanding..
Due to other National banks.
Due to trust companies and saviugs
banks.
Divideuds unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check
Demand certificates of deposit.
Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
Notes and bills rediscounted-

DIED.
BEAN—At Bluehlll, Dec 19. Mrs Mary 11 Bean,
aged 72 years, 4 months, 22 days.
BRIDGES-At Ellsworth, Dec 22, Mrs Mary E
isrtdges, aged oi years.
JORDAN—At Ellsworth, Dec 22, Meltlah Jordan, aged 53 years.
J ELLISON—At Boston, Dec 19, John H Jelltson,
formerly of Ellsworth, aged 68 yearB, 8
months.
LYNCH—At North Ellsworth, Dec 20, James
Lynch, aged 74 years, 7 months, 23 days.
MULHERN—At East Sullivan, Dec 22, Patrick
Mulheru, aged 87 years
NEVELS-At Surrv, Dec 17, Alice E Nevels,
aged 1 year. 3 mouths, 17 days.
Will TK— At Sullivan. Dec 20, Aea D White,
aged 74 years, 8 mouths.
WITH AM —At Portland, Dec 21, Catherine II
wife of Frederick W Wltham, of Surry, aged
63 years.

aCDcrtianitmts.

DO YOU INTEND BUYING A

CHRISTMAS

not select it

Where the stock 1-* fresh and new.
Where bargains are offered dally.
Where the assortment Is magnlilcent and

complete.
Presents that are
useful, onamental and Indispensable.
Where honest dealings, truthful representations and lowr prices prevail.

a

Novelties.
see

It.

900

M A
M.
6 010 On
B «6j 10 06
6 >J 10 i2
f6 34 10 84
tB *s I 1« 4
B 49 10 60i
tB 59! 10 69;
7 13 11 IS-

7 18
7 0
f7 8\#|
f7 49
7ft
8 00!
8 20

11
11
II
11
11
11

18
27
87
47
52
6a

4
4
6
t5
f6
6
15
6
B
f6
6
6

60
54
10

20
27

86
*5

58
03
13
22
30
6 34
6 40

8 fO.

9

30| 12 46

7 27

notlceto Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, wltn through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boaton and St. John.

tStop

on

signal

or

Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vlce-Pres. and Gen’l Manager*
F E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
to

2,828
50,000 00
1.187 50
158,044 42

130

‘.9,872 65
2,500

00

$662,894 06

them.

C. R. FOSTER,
32 Main Street.

SERVICE.

WINTER

steamer “Catherine’* (weather permitting)
will leave Bar Haroor at 7 a m on Mondays
and Thursdays for Seal Harbor, Northeast Har
bor, Southwest Harbor and Stonlngton, eon
necting at Rockland with steamer for Boston.

$50,000 00
30,000 00

RETURNING.

6,067 70

50,000 00
39

03

16,403

29
10 00

360,783 31
133,179 96

From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at
5 p m.
From Rockland, via way-landings, Wednesdays and Saturdays at (about) 5 a m.

147 60
33
84

E. S. J.

6,492
9,770

Bucksport, in the State of Maine,
at the close of business,
December 10, 1901.
$106,410
514

60

35

50,000

GO
550 00
fi.SOO 00
10,975 6.*'

Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Calvin Austin, Gen’l

Mgr., Boston.

Rocllaja, Biastuii & Rdswortn steaiDl Go.
*

WINTER SCHEDULE 1901-2.
Steamer “Juliette” will leave Rockland Wed.
nesday, December 4, and thereaft*
through the
winter season, every Wednesday and Saturday,
upon arrival of steamer from Bo ton, for Dark
Harbor, ^Northwest Harbor, * Little Deer Isle,
fSouth Brooksvllle, Sargcntville, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, Brookiln, South Biuehlll, Bluehlll,
Surry and El sworfh.
RETURNING.
Will leave Surry at 6 30 o’clock every Monday
and Thursday, making above landings and con*
necting at Rockland with steamer for Boston.
•Land Saturday going East and Monday returning.
rLand Wednesday going Ea*t and Thursday’

returning.

N B—This company will

not

delays arising from accidents
able

be

responsible for

or

other unavoid-

causes.

A.

CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.

O.

37,297 12
657 91

1,882 00

aifocrttBcmrnts.

96 00

7,067 67
2,500

furniture'made'

Total. $224,73130
LIABILITIES.
$50,000 00
fund.
10,000 00
Surplus
Undivided profits, less expenses
and taxes paid.
26,885 50
National bank notes outstanding..
49,280 00
130 00
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check
78,719 30
Demaud certificates of deposit.
9,736 50
Total.. $224,761 30
STATE OF MAINE.
County ok Hancock ss.—I, Edw. Swazey,
president of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true
to the best of my knowledge and belief.
EDW. SWAZEY, President.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 20th
day of December, 1901.
O. F. FELLOWS,
Notary Public.
(Seal.)
Correct—Attest:
(). F. CUNNINGHAM, )
Directors.
PARKER SPOFFORD,
PASCAL P. GILMORE,)

3tmrrttsrmrnt2.

HAIR

AS

NEW.

UNDERTAKING.
L.

JORDAN,
Ellsworth.
Street,

W.

No. 1 Franklin

COUCHES,

DIVANS,

LOUNGES.

I have now In stock over Thirty (SO)
Patterns of these useful hOUM.di.dd aril
a wider and
be ter se cello n than ever before They make useful
as well as onameutal holiday gifts.

oles—offering

Fancy Rockers
In antique oak, cherry, mahogany and
choice line of centre
fancy velour
tables and stands.

Only

FLOUR

one

WARRANTED

week before Chriatmaa.
Make your aeleotiona early.

E. J.

DAVIS,

No. 1 Franklin Street,

$4.50
every pound
50c. TEA.

MATTRESSES MADE
GOOD

ROLLER

20 lbs. SUGAR
for SI.OOwith

new.

I have ample facilities for repairing and renovating old furniture.
I keep on hand many styles of coverings, and many more samples to
select from.

00

Capital stock paid in.

PATENT

Dnnuvn

53

Bictsjorl National Ml
RESOURCES.
LoanR and discounts.
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured,
U. S. bonds to secure circulation...
IT. S. bonds on hand.
Stocks, securities, etc.
Other real estate owned.
Due from approved reserve agents..
Checks ana other cash items.
Notes of other national banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and cents.
Lawful money reserve in bank, viz.:
Specie. 7.067 67
U. S. certificates for gold deposited,
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation)..

«nw

vn

12,000 00
1,000 00
10.000 00
34,827 36
976 91
4,17000

T
J*
of

Ellsworth.

EDWIN M. MOORE,
dealer in all kinds of

+

Freak, salt.

|

Smoked

and Dry

?!
£
O

FISH.

30 lbs. Englishcured Pollock for
*

0

C. rl. GR1NDAL,
WATER ST..

Haddock, Halibut, Bluedab,?
Mackerel, Oysters. Clams, Scallop**,

£ Cod,

SI.OO.
Telephone Connection.

M.

P.

Steamship Company.

-OF THE-

our

Come and

(A.

......j

0»|. 12 40

II
jA

Sullivan.;
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.I

secure

wonderful collection of

Holiday

BANGOR.
Bangor, Ex. St.
Brewer Junction.
Holden.
Lake House.
Greet. Lake.
Nlcolln
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wash’gton Jc.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, S. Fy.
Mt.Desert Ferry.

{

PRESENT?

I have

Portlanu

84

Total. £662,894 06
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:— I, Henry W.
County of
Cushman, cashier of the above-named bank,
do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
HENRY W. CUSHMAN,Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th
day of December, 1901.
LEONARD M. MOORE.
(Seal.)
Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
J A. PETERS, Jr., )
A. W. KING.
J Directors.
1
E. H. OREELY,

at
I1aN< OCK-HUBBARO—At Orland, Dec 22,
by Rev Howard French, Mrs Cilia G Hancock,
of Orland, to Lewis G Hubbard, of Bucksport.
MOOR—CHICK—At Ellsworth, Dec 21, by Rev
.1 P Simon ton. Miss Charlotte Moor to Maurice
II Chick, noth of Ellsworth.

von can

M.
00

$355,856 06

CONDITION

Where

7

<

dvo

Ellsworth, in the State of Maine,
at the close of business,

COOM BS—At Penob-cot, Dec 15, to Mr and Mrs
Augustus C Coombs, a son.
HAWES—At North Brooksville, Dec 15, to Mr
and Mrs Fred Hawes, a son.

why

P.

First National Bank,

REPORT OF THE

Then

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Boston....

worth

CONDITI ON

HORN.

,

M.

4 00
725

I 80
667

Tickets for All Points South and Woof
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket offlcOf
Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procure tlokels
before entering the train, and especially Ella-

National Bank Statmuntg.

Porta.

Ar l>ecschs Helena, Turks Island; J A
Webster, Vlnalnaven.
HTannis—Ar Dec 18, schs H H Chamberlain,
South Am*»oy for Boston; T II Lawrence, New
Yon. for Boston
Newport News—Ar Dec 19,
sch Geo W
Wells, Boston
New York—Sid Dec 19, scha Glendy Burke,
Stanwood, Wareham, Mass; Marshall Perrin,

Hum coa,

of

a.[ A.

m. A.

5 8f
9 05

on

Stonlngton

Paramaribo—Ar Dec

price

by looking at the ribs of

time

horses.

Boston —Ar Dec 20, harks Allanwllde, Rosario; Arlington, Ponce; tch Hattie S Collins,

ley, Murch, New York

p.

Portland.

—

MA KINE LIST.
Itonisatlc

•••••

writes that be had not felt well but tired for

be added

break is to

| A M P. M. P. M.
3 25.
BAR HARBOR. 10 ho
4 00f...«*.
Sorrento...!.
4 *5;
Sullivan ...
4 no, 9 10
11 *0
Mt Desert Ferry...
9 17
11 25 4 57
Waukeag, 8. Fy
5 Ooi 9 ‘JO
11 v
Hancock
5 07' 9 80
1137
Franklin Road
9 50
U *9 fft 18
Wash'glonJc.
11 Mf
5ft! 9 68
ELLSWORTH
6 31
10 OS
Ellsworth Falla. fl2 0
10 17
6 48
M2 14
Ntcolln
6 64 flO 27
Green Lake ..tl2 23
Lake House.M2 81 t6 02
6 10 flO 42
Holden .flJ HP
12 .V* fi 8<» 11 02
Brewer.June
8 37 1110
1 Of
Rungor, Kx.St
1 10
6 40 11 15
BANGOR, M.C.

Keeton, Woodstock, Ala., took Hood’s Boston...
Sarsaparilla to make his blood pure. He j
W. P.

been about two hours behind time.

The meeting of the board of trade last
Wednesday evening to consider the proptmeu route whs aucnueu uy nuuui 1111 y
business men. The meeting whh called to
order by tbe president, C. I. Morang. L.
F. Giles, secretary, record-d.
J. A. Peters, jr was called upon to give
a history of the movement for the proposed line. He told of the origin of the
movement, and what bad beeii done up to
tbe present.
There is tio direct connection now between Deer Isle, Swan’s Island, tbe western side of Mt. Desert islsnd and Eilswortb. Deer Isle and Stoniugton with a
population nearly as great as Ellsworth,
Swan’s Island, Bass Haabor, and Goose
Cove, with their sardine and fish industries and thrifty people, seem to promise
business for tbe proposed line. Tbe boat
would connect with boats from Rockland,
forming a connecting link for freight and
passengers for tbe towns along tbe proposed route.
The corporation which bad been formed
bad first considered tbe purchase of a
smaller boat. They found that they could
get plenty of boats, but none seemed to
be exactly adapted to tbe work. Then
they heard of tbe steamer "Attaquin”,
which was for sale at Boston, and O. W.
Tapley was sent there to inspect her.
This boat was found suitable In every
detatl, but she is much more expensive
than other boats considered. The question now is, can tbe necessary amount be
raised to purchase her?
Mr. Peters thought it better to have a
good boat, one that could do the work required of her in a satisfactory manner, as
was necessary if the line was to pay.
Mr. Tapley
described in detail the
steamer "Attaquin”, which he bad inShe
has
already been described
spected.
She is fast, roomy,
in The American
and of light draught.
She could secure
excursion license to carry 350 to 400 people.
firstShe is
thoroughly built, and
class in every particular. In short, she is
just such a boat as is needed on the proposed route.
A W. King said there was no doubt as
to the desirability of a boat on the proposed line, and it seemed to him the success of the line depended almost wholly
upon the boat. An old boat, slow, in constant need of repairs, one that could not
come up to the Ellsworth wharves ar low
tide, would not be successful. Mr. King
thought the only question was the means.
"How can we raise ttie money?” He
spoke of the constantly growing summer
business of ttie seacoast, and the industry
the
and thrift of the inhabitants of
towns along tbe proposed route. As a
matter of good business Ellsworth should
gel in communication with them.
No one will do
"How are we to do tt?
it for us, we must do it ourselves.
The
principal object of the proposed line is to
the
merbenefit
the
town, particularly
|
chants, hut 1 believe the line will be
reasonably sure of success in itself.”
Dr. J. F. Manning made one of the telling speeches of the evening. He pointed
out some of the natural
advantages of
Ellsworth in its location and undeveland
then
spoke of some of
oped resources,
the faults and failings of the
people,,
his
wholesome
truths in a garcloaking
ment of wit.
"Geographically, Ellsworth is the centre of Hancock county; she should be so
oommercially. If we would do our own
business and induce others to do business here, E Nwortb would soon be a busy
lit* Ie city of 8 0C0 people.”
Dr. Manniug spoke of t be attractions of
Kllawort n and Hancock county as a summineral
mer resort, of Us granite and
wealth, of its water powers right at the
sea, offering exceptional opportunities for
ctieap transportion, of its hardwood timberianda awaiting development.
“At. present”, tie said, “we derive little
benefit from these resources. It is folly
to say there is not bing we can do to turn
the t ide. We mu«*t stop dissension among
ourselves; we must burv tiie hatchet in
our business competition, and unite for
the good of all. We must provide means
to bring citizens of neighboring towns
tiere, and treat them well when they are
here. I know of no investment that will
pay the citizens of Ellsworth better than
to huy this boat and establish connection
with the island towns.”
Msvor Gree'y heartily endorsed what
Dr. Manning had said, and promised to do
“It is
what he could to aid the project.
the interest of every citizen to do what be
can.
This seems to me an entering wedge
toward improved business conditions in
Ellsworth. Every citizen should be Intcrsted, and give as liberally as he can

iwsjaNUiflift

The Stimulus

naturally | some time. Before be had finished the first
The first bottle of this medicine he felt better and

brought another batch of delayed sacks.
Every through train since Sunday has

toward it.”

them

two months.

you $1.00

a

Biontngton and

men are

The hardwood staves and headings on
this order will be manufactured at the
Hooper mill on Branch pond. The lumthe shores of this

the establishment of
between

Ellsworth, touching at Swan’s Island and

ditional

BAPTI8T.

week.

on

line

of express and
relieved somewhat

case

support. The meeting heartily endorsed through sacks arrived here via Rocklanu
and Bar Harbor about 2 a. m. Friday
Recitation. ..Mr* Fullerton the project and the boat now under conAnother batch arrived on the
sideration for the line, and did ail it morning.
UNITARIAN.
train. This process was reThe members of the Unitarian Sunday could do at that time—passed a vote morning
peated Friday and Saturday nights.
1 ichool will be
given a Christmas supper approving the project and the boat.
The first through train from Boston
1 it 6 o’clock.
This will be fol owed by an
and
late
The material effects of the meeting were arrived Monday two hours
intertainiuent in which Santa Claus and

o»n

ber will be cut

mail, the situation
by sending it the
roundabout way of Rockland, and thence
by boat to connecting points on the railroad.
No through freight has been
the

Unplug

Pierce has

an

project for

The

steamboat

entertain-

programme
To put the whole matter in a nutshell,
nent is as follows:
Pierce has received an experimental i
tinging
order from the Standard Oil Co., for 1,levitation.Margie Davis
U-cliatlon.Harold Treworgy
000 000 beech staves and ldO.OOO beech
tinging.Fiances Fullerton
If this wood proves satisfacheadings
tecl'Mlon. Lucy Stevens
tory, as there Is every reason to believe, Recitation.Marcia Sargent
Mr.

CONSIDERATION

Maine Central's Tie-up Lasted .lust
One Week.
After a tie-up of just one week, the
longest In the history of the road, through
trains began running regularly Sunday,
behind
hours
several
still
though
schedule on account of extra heavy shipment* of freight arid express which had
been accumulating since tie-up began. In
was

and

tree

BOAT

—SUBSCRIPTIONS TO STOCK

Methodfot chuicb there will be

At the

be usual Christmas

UNDER

ALSO

AND

PROJECT,

NOW

METHODIST.

j

DISCUSSES

TRADE

OF

BOARD

ftttantopaut.

Ka/lropB* ant)

V

TRAFFIC RK8UMKI).

STEAMBOAT PROJECT

ELLSWORTH

O

?

Lobsters and

Finnan Baddies.

Campbell A True Bldg.. Kant Eud Bridge,
KLLSWOBTH, MB.

X *o*o*o»o«c*o«o

Thb A

has

mis rican

COUNTY NEWS.

srhscribers at too

Of the 116 post-offices in Faneoek county;
mil the other paper! in
county combined do not reach so many. Thb AmkkICAK a not tne only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it is 'he only paper that can prop
crly be called a COUNTY paptr; all the
fast are merely local papers. The circulation of fHK \MKKICAbarring the Har
Harbor Record's summer list, is laraer
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

COUNT

lb* additional <-*>««<# New*

/after

.«*

»♦.»

other

page*

Frank Johnson has re'timed from sea.
William Anderson, of Poitlaud, is visit-

ing

Mr*

Annie A»h

brother,

her

Freeman

music and did

bountiful

a

of home-

treat

birthday

and
a

bright little

favorite with

his school-

mates, received many presents and good
wishes for many happy returns of the day.
Dec. 20.
O.

Capt.

Stanley

and family have relumed
from Seal Harbor.
E

l>eeii very ill
with typhoid

ha*

W

Hall

The

many friends of Algerias
grieved to learn of his illness in

are

Hutchins, who has been
E B Stanley, jr., has

Maud

Mr*

to the

lively

to

Kn»l Snlllfsn.

duru g th»* last five weeks
mala ia, but is better now.

paya

justice

fellow and

Thomas F. Manley.

Cap

listened

candies, corn-halls
cake. Master Seth, who U
;

here by the

call'd

was

of

bines*

games,
made

him.

serious

EWS,

v

i

County Nona

••Uilttonal

Oraiii'erry T»1«*s.
Mi** Eva Bunker has gone home with
her mother, as she is in very poor health

Martin
North-

Omni* Sim

fcjdjiicmai

a

trr

cihtr^

pavr*

LtBMD*.

MIh Ellen Berry, ol Bans or bualneea
at
college, will spend Cbrlatmaa week

P«>nolwro(.

celebrated

anniversary of tbelr marA goodly
riage Friday evening, Dec. 20.
company gathered at thetr bom* and
passed a very pleasant evening. Delicious refreshments were served.

Mashi'l

east

for

the
grange,
chosen for the

E

4

ing overturned. He was rescued by Rose
brook, who was in a boat picking up dead
birds
Bulger lost his gun. William D.

entertaining and
presence welcome, whether one met
him at home or abroad. As one person
*K.ell remarked, “He was a gentleman of

made his conversation
his

tbe old

Thoughtful

school

na.fn.ma/l

charily silently

of

Stanley capsized his small sailboat between
Greenings island and Northeast Harbor,

others

innnmiiraklx

J

Hnl

rtf

in

tbe little courtesies of

He remembered

I

life, tbe gift-

which make up the poetry of
existence—it might be a bunch

every day
elf flowers, a cooling draught, a
might be a special occasion liae
wjbich g*ve him opportunity to
adhd dainty and fitting gifts

picture;

;

select snd

friends,

second wife,

some

was

Wescott,

Sarah

his first wife who filled

Two

Mrs. Abbie

of

hers

|

Mil-

possible
brightened their

aud

in every

and

years.
Funeral services

were

conducted

by

E. Bean and U. G. Harwood Sunday afterThe services which Mr. Harwood

has performed for the family are worthy
of note Thirty years ago last October, he
conducted the burial services of Mr.
Peters’ father. He performed tbe marriage ceremony for Mr. and Mrs. Tebbetts
Ha

in

wax

Wp#t

And rndp

all

Fay
day

Revs.

noon.

attend her funeral in

Handy’s

new

,

in

Jefferson

Seth

M«*ter

There is talk of

Christmas

a

a

dancing

Bluehill stores

are

very

decorated for Christmas.

of fun”.

ing

Mr. arid Mrs. E. E. Fullerton were
initiated into the; Rebecca, lodge Friday

night
Mrs. E B?an died at herihome^Thursday
morning at 2 o’clock. Funeral services
ihe parsonage

a

Several young
the social d

mee

Saturday.

from Jhere attended
at Grange ball, East Bluemen

hil’, Friday evening.

Whilejgoingdowu a
brokejandjit^it hadn’t been

wheel

clever-headed

a

very
crowd who

fellow

in

the

jumped from;the.carriage and
gra-pe I the axle It might; have been a
serious accident. Fortunately, no one
hurt.

Dec 21.

Bruz.

HuH’n Cavr.

Eugene tlo in or cut his knee quite badly

Thursday,

with

an axe.

began here£again last Monday,
with Miss Maud Hamor as teacher.
School

Johanna Leiaud is spending the
holidays with her son, Shepard Leiand.
Mrs.

services

Episcopal

were

held

in

the

echoo!house last Wednesday evening, instead of lx tha charch.

Mi<*sL zx-e Siintey is teaching school at
Her many friends wish
Indian Point.
su -cos

in her

Miss Edna

new

work.

Brewer entertained

a

few

A very
Thursday evening.
pleasant time was spent. In the peanut
hunt, S. L. Burns won first prize and Miss
Mary Brewer the booby. The remainder
of t he vetting was spent|in playing whist.
Ann.
Dec 20
friends last

_

so

R

Ra hsnn

f. II

t ho

nn

Kirloiara IL-

Inct

Mo

day

!'

’ll be several weeks before he is out

injured

and

quite badly.

himself

C. York,

former

a

church of this

pastor of the

place,

That

ever

buy
One

day

ally broke

a

keeper

since

are

Clarence Hutrhin

Mrs O. P.

Miss

Mrs.

Mrs.

Hi 1

Bragdon, who has been conso long, is out again.
Smith

has
at

closed

bir

home.

Msy Patten, who has been with

Alice

Tracy awhile,

went

home

Min Gertrude Martin, who is ill,

re

leived Christmas remembrances from her
r'oung friends.

George Garland
Bottom Saturday.
G. R Crosby and wife,
Mrs.

returned

of Aurora, were
recently.
Mrs. A. E. Mace, of Aurora, was the
guest of her sister, Mrs. F. E. Msec,

21.__

Itianuc.

Alfred

loldie,

Staples, wife and daughter
la Rockland Thursday.

The island Horn-society held
■

Bunker, of Town Hill, Eden, spent
Alligator lake and Camp Pleasant, returning home Monday.
A. 8.

Charles

Curtis, of

Mr. Curtis

township

on

Ellsworth,

Wednesday

town from

monkeys—and

a

supper

o

buy

Quite

boat stock to be used in

a

building

number from this

;one to Long Island
place, of Boston.

]

In

was

33 this winter.

20.

Dec.

FlXWBIK.

John Jordan is still

Mrs.

place have
logging for Mr

was

social

a

on

1

Joseph

Frost and wife

at

the

are

the

happy

Dec. 21.

smelters

are

frozen
very

Capt. Har»*y

again, and the

over

busy.

Smelts

again, and is improving

sawing

mill in

in

the

on

Rev.

1

after

It** mc it.

'.tsfe.

a

ELY’S CSB^B
Kasy
use.

and pleasant
(onUIr- nr*

jurlou*
ll

e

|

|

<

Eastern
09

^

Or. Emmons’

|H

and y. e»..-e*

HAY FEVER
ne.turTTt
.r

.n*

in.*

happit^f

Monthly Regulator, has brought
hundred* o fan* Ion* women. The re la !***•'
•*»lively no other ntawdy known to medical
eme that will so quickly and safely do to*
*1
work. longest and nto*tnb*t1uai<; irregular
*tie* from any can** relieved atom-e
at
guaranteed
any stars. Mo iwun,«lancer.
or Interference with work.
II** e relieveu
-;
hundred* of ca*e« where other* b**t|
T»te moot diftt«-uii ra«e<i *in*c«<**fully ir* *!*0
>®
by mail, an«l i*enrftriai results guaranteed
ererr it^Unre, M<>rl-k whatsoever.
handrednofladles whom wenever see. " n*for valuable parttruia* sand freeconlMenuw &
-w
advlrs. AM letter* truth full v an*u»r>.l K*-

j

Hooey

v

Btouington Saturday.

"ewjw

M. L.
.-.--—_

*0*7"

frrmfliit.

__

or

Boston,

this

u*cmlier,lbi*rcme«lvt*al>4olutelv wib tinner
possible condition and i*'*‘tlr5‘-

hTbufk.

I Genuine stamped C C C

Never sold
Beware ol the dealer who tries to sell

every
leave*

Dix i

now

at hoin«

for

as

had

a

convalescent.
a

serious ill news i
Hiram Dix was

few days.

Dec. 21

"NO

J. Butler has been

LAUNDRY

m

visiting her

FAY, NO

WASH

be.-diu.

^
Jg

%

v$J
T
*

Notice.
notice that h*

undersigned hereby gives
rHK
ha* contracted with the cltv of
the

K K

All kinds of lautnlry worB .ion* at
l<se. Good a called for and del!
veml.
H. B. ESTKY A
CO.,
We»t tCnd Bridge.
vtUirneth

after IM effect upon the

Pauper

ANI> BATH BOOMS.

n.

Mrs. Bertha Robbins carne home frt
Northeast Harbor this week.
Mrs. A

aisnswoRTMi

STEAM

no

My mall, securely «ealed, MLM. Alln»wnv
iefter* -nnuVl lie registered. Ad*lre*«, »**■
I. W.KM MOMS CO., ITOTrentrO'il -t., Boston-

“something just as good."

week.
Miss Ida

ArgusPub.Co.

Exchange street,
I'OKTLAXD. maim:.

Mrs. Ellen Billings and Miss Greenlaw *
a*tended tbe Latter Day Saint*.’ confer- j

commercial

nitioft.

■

Desert island.

a

tn

to

Capt James Robbins and William Aunts i3LT-°I
l^rgefftee.aocewa;
“* Ilrugg1-ta or by mall.
are fishing
for
Bounders around Mt. ! l™
tl.Y HttuniKHs, ft§ Warren
Street, New York

Guy
college, either in Portland

w-

CATARRH

Hee*s and Protects the Meui

Parker is to enter

fktilh Argus Is

end

lu

drug.

j

tine.

at

of money.

sent for to ce#l» ptf S
p»r year In advance, and f* to at
of the year. t|r« oi t«*Uitv
Tbs ttrrllg ArgMM, IM Ll'IMSG THK HAT
UKDAY r.lHTlMN. la M uiattheaeraf* Oa*
*‘>py. ore year. trxg of poabue. ♦ I 30 In adI
ranee nr gliOat tb«* end of the year. C1«b*d

The

it

imi

Catarrh

home

The Misses Mary and Mattie Knight
are attending tbe normal school at Oaa-

amount

I, free of portage, g.’>

\

Cara B. Holden returned

Mrs

rinall

ir«*nth ur

Stmrrtisrmmts.

Dedham.

Friday

a

®

||

TERMS.

rapidly

dajs last
H. P. Burrill’* lumber

Grammar school closed

for

few

a

“Oh, I

«df“H#or« Sarsaparilla, *hlrh ct.rrerta the
arldl-y of the Ldootl on which rheumatism de
p. n*»-. and I-urea the dl*ea«e?—Adrt.

are scare**.

Wood is able to be

H. H. Phillips worked

but Is

I

ARCUS.

The Ir*rhiy Argut will keep ut> It* old lime
reputation a* a family new*|»aper, rorerlag the
new* of the State and giving careful auaaUot
u» Ha market* and ship new* rejum*. Suburb <er* to the ItVekfg Argut are entttiwl U> the
Saturday edition of the fHtily Argut Thl*
practically make* the Weekly a *en»l Weekly
tod give* the »ub*er1t«er a large v-.*lun»eof new*

are seven

acboo!.**

Aches and palusof rheumatism are not
permanently, l>ut onlv temporalily, relieved by txternal remedial
tVhv not u*e an Internal n m.

*um.
Is

“There

at

Don’t lt*t tbc Hit •** ones suffer from rex etna, or
oiher torturing skin diseases
So Mel for It.
Doan's Ointment cure*. Can’t harm the most
delicate skin. At any drug store, HO cents— Adrt.

F.

bay

“Well?*'
claaa

our

did.”

Stlsby was called lo Bangor
by I be illness of his brother

Charles
this week

ma.”

in

wouldn’t say 'bat, dear
You might be
tU'Niaaen.** “No, 1 air.’l.
YmUrday tbe
t-acber said all of u* that never told a He
MDould bold tip our baf d* ’* “And were
there *» v-n there who didn’t bold
up t heir
hand-?* “No. There were seven that

hall

»

w*

w

tb»tn*ujhf
KrwiKfr

support of the poor, durW
ami tun* made ample provision for
upport. Hr th. refors forbid* all
rul<*ting fupplte* to any pauper ol
ounl, a* Without hi* written order, h»
«»r no rood**** fitrnlAhrd
llaUKf -*■ low
or

'car.

i

t

A Letter from Home
is not so
to one
away as
the -‘Old Home
Paper,” and it comes
e\ery week.
Make your friends

interesting

away a Christmas present that will
last tin* year round.

Conley, of the CongregaStoniugton, exchanged

ulpits Sunday with
place.

Subjects.

brief visit of Mr. and Mrs. William
In the routing yrar- thc ninety ninth of lu
Stanley at Tremout lust week, leads TllR j publication—U»a Katirm Aryu* will be linter
to
American correspondent at that place
equipped than ever to maintain and itncftMe
write about the protection of gulls. In tha poatUon It baa attained among the le&tlat
Sew England paper* hj tlmott a
been
so
;
which work Mrs. Stanley baa
century of
Tbe correspond- j faithful, honorable and progroaetre *ervlee.
largely instrumental.
The leading Slalno exponent of Jeffer*oniaa
enl writes:

“Say.

parents of a girl baby born Friday.
P» rcy Grover, of Oils, is keeping store
at the corner, in part of Frsttk Jordan's

ence

Weekly, j

on

A

the sick

gathering

* ionai church at
(

An American Correspondent Writes
this and Kindred

and

Daily

OF GULLS.

PROTECTION

WEEKLY

Thursday evening.

1 riends here.
W.

1803-1902.

Pension, |6, baa been granted to Rufus
P. Douglass, of this town.

Ham

There

Edgar Holbrook, who has been employed the last two years on the Pacific
oast, is spending a few weeks with
Rev. H.

__

||

Friday explorexpects to cut ship tim-

Wednesday veiling
V. Joyce left for Hope and Camdeu

bis winter.

B.

Dec. 21.
BroulurSIlf.

fk
%

till

ind dance at its hall
L.

from Ellsworth, where she has been visiting her sister. Mrs. John Donovan.

j

week at

Cent**.

were

C. L. McFarland has arrived home

M

Thursday.

ber

Eastern Argus.

Yonng's.

j
!

from

in town

ing.

KEEP YOUR BLOOD CLEAN

|

town.

a

1

1

C. Dunn Is spending the winter In

J.

began Monday under the Inal ruction of Miss Merit# Abbott, of 8h*|» j
ieigh.
Leon L. Smith, of Portland,!!* in town
spending bis Christmas vacation at P. H.
School

Mrs.

,-*aB I*■

Kbit,

|

Potto.

Grrai

EAT ’EM LIKE CANDY

Palatable. Patent. Taate Cood Poi,*-*
We»«r fbck<>n. WaaLm. or Airlpv, W. T>. ar»t li
write for free ***npt*. and book M «*
1th
Add re**
C3
•ritual lUniKOT COdPtXV. (MlfthOer \tw 1 m

|
\

H.

Doc.21.

Cove.

N Rich is spending the week
st Bar Harbor.
^
Mia* Lntle GuptiH, of Oouldsboro, is
t he guest of Mrs. T. 8. Llecomb.
Mrs S

|

new

hearse.

l>e». 19.

John K. I arpmter, who has bloodDoisoning in one hai d, is getting along
is Weil as can be expected.
Patrick Mulbern is very ill at Mrs. E.
Hill’s. Ills nephew, James Mulbern, of
Host on, is expected to-night, arid his
>congest brother, Thomas Mulbern, from
Ireland, in a ftew days.
Die.
B.

that suits the circus men.
Consumption in monkeys
and in man is the same disease.
If you have it or are threaten-

409 I’earl St.. New York
50c and fi. all druggists.

with

Wednesday.

the floor.

SCOTT & BOW Mi,

a

from Boston last week.

Bernice

Miss

This picture represent,
the Trade Mark of Scott*.
Emulsion and is on the
wrapper of every bottle.
Send for free sample.

of

21._St’BA.

Dec.

Hnllwhury

s.

fined to the house

accident-

with it can you
take the hint?

s.

his

[or awhile.

monkeys eagerlv

new

to bear of

sorry

Jacob Johnson is

Mrs.

very few deaths from

sion than

purchase

the

many

has been

j

4«hvii)o-

them

consumption. Of course it's
cheaper to buy Scott’s Emul-

for

are

I

J,F»»'

k
I

candies, also a 10 cent booth,
a “grab- bag”. Supper was served in the lower hall, and cake
and cocoa were served above.
The proceeds

.b,,„

«b in
view*,
All lover* of wild bird* feel that much credit I fair
Intone, uni ve raw! la It* (cope of Inform*,
I* due Mr* Stanley fur her persistent awl cour
lion and clean In characte r
The “ok! Arp*,Ascous effort* to stop the wholesale destruction
I* dally welcomed In thou-and* of Maine home*,
of the beautiful gull* that frequent our Maine ; •nd the
sphere of U* Influence t* coneUntiy eisearoast. If the legislature had not pa*#cd it,* !
tending.
present law, protecting wild birds, by this time
The mechanical fuel Mile* of the Argut will be
there would have been none of these white- !
at once Increased by (be addition of n Potter
winged, graceful creature* floating on the prea* with a printing capacity of from
eight!*
water* of our harbor* and Inlet*.
frlsteen page* —printing. footing and
ladings
George T. Angel In an a* id res* to the National vUteen page paper a* a
complete
book-thereby
association of superlotendei U of public schools,
affording more apace for both advertising and
aald with truth, regarding the power of edu^a !
mailing matter.
lion
In lu other department*, a* well a* la it* me.
“W« know we ran make the same boy Prol*#t
-hanlcal department, the Argut in the coming
ant, Homan Catholic or Mohammedan. It l*
year will be quite *!>rea*t of the time* lugen.
•Imply a question of education. We may put »rai new* service will Include the fuUe* tete
Into his lltt’e hands, whips, gun* and sword*,
graphic and cable dtapatcbea, preventing la
as (lr«t toy*, or we mar teach him that war and
well arranged form all the world'* new* of the
cruelty are crime*. We may teach him to #boot
lay. Maine new* and Interval* will, a* heretothe little song bird at spring time, with U*
fore, rerelee * peel* I attention, for the Argut U,
nest full of young, or we may teach him to feed
8r*t of all, a Maine newspaper for Maine peothe bird* and spare the nest. We may go Into j
p'e, and la devoted to Maine Intern*!* of every
the school* tvpw, with book*, picture*, song and
description. Throughout the coming year It
story, and make neglected boy* merciful, or we
•111 keep It* reader* In cloaer touch with state .'
may let them drift until, a* men, they become
ind local later**!* than ever before, while all
sufficiently lawless and cruel to throw our rail
the »p*clal feature* that have tie pad to make f
way trains off the track, place dynamite under ihe
Argut one of the beat of Sew England fasour dwciilng-bouse* or public building*, assaspaper*, will be further developed and lmsinate <>ur Presidents, burn half our cities, or liy
proved.
Involve the nation In civil war."
He might have added, and ft I the law court*
with storeo. ye*, hundred# of case* where ill
vorces “for extreme cruelly" are always oa tbe
docket.

Mr. Hutchings has spent1 successful term of eight weeks, taught by
o many seasons in town that he seems i Mins Bertha Sprague, of Bangor.
The
like one of our own townsmen.
closing exercises were very interesting.
Dec 21
Ujte Femme
Dec.
21.
|
G

lapped
This suggested the idea that it
might do them good. Since
then the monkeys have received
regular doses and the keepers
report

hedgwick,

serious iilne

bottle of Scott's
Emulsion near the
monkeyit up from

hart

home-made

week

a

cage and the

Thnv

and last but not least

for interment.

school at Amherst and is

new ones.

neonlna

v

table of very pretty fancy articles, also
quilts, puff*, etc. There was a booth of

street

every’ year and the circus had
to

minlb hall Tim pari a

The

The msuy friend- of

Consumption was carryoff two thirds of

Someeviile

the

a

R. W. Smith received a telegram last
hursday announcing the death of Ms
-later, Mrs Celes e Cousins, of Massachu
-etts
The remains will be brought here

of

of

ladies

accepted

has

Barnstable, Mass., and has moved

call to

1

happy—lots
is the regular
monkey cage

degrees

Arthur.
D.

B«pti»t
a

The

candidate.

on one

sewing
circle held their sale and supper in MaThe

Morrison farm

who has

again.

keepers began dosing the
monkeys with Scott's Emul-

George Clough, of Brookline, Mass., arrivedjin town Saturday.
Misses Flora and 'Lena Hinckley are
in the d^ug store during the holidays.
Miss Ratter, assistant' at Jthe academy,
left fo» her home in Damariscotta Friday.

tier

a

tire

sion.

last

.1

conferred

list.

day.

“All well—all

Miss Josie Snow left for Middletowr,
Conn and New York Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs.

for him.

Babs n,

Monkeys

prettily report from the
of Bamum’s Circus

Dr. Abby Fulton, of Ellsworth, is a
guest at tbs Bluehill house.
There will be a Christina* tree at the
Baptist charch Tuesday evening.

Gott is

Frank

of

been

were

Marlavitir.

his family there.

vaca-

school here

and has

Boston,
Daisy West,
visiting ber mother, Mrs. J. B
returned to ber home last Thurs-

Mrs

Barnum’s

this winter.

was

with

sea

Funeral

news.

nev.

tion.

for

colit ge,

M.

School has closed for

a

Tuesday,

and

H. T. Bock, who has been ill
long, does not seem to gain.

cetehratcdS Ms

Cle
last

Music

are

Mrs. W.

uSDcTtisnnnits.

Florence Moon is improving.

hill,

B

The committees

success.

T R. AMen is quite ill.

delegation from 8choodie ledge, K. of
P.. m< -epted an invitation from the M
Steve * lodge, rtf Sullivan, ’lueaday night,
l’hev
po'* * rn\ai entertainment.
eleventh MrtM»x

a

follows:

working

B. Holt and Miss

Dec. 20

htld

medical

lpiiia.

for

Brouklln.

\

niffht In

Augu-la Peter*, of Bluehill, and C*pt.
William Peters, of Readtield Station.

were

Henry

F. Larrabee will arrive home Safur
He is a
spend the holidays.

Gf the brothers and sisters of Mr. Peters,

All the

house in

and
moved
into
house for the present.

Glencoe, Minn.

three survive—Mrs. N.

has sold his

to

*tuden»
PhilH4i«

connection

yet to learn the
services were be d at
the home of Capt. W. 8. Norwood, the
child’s grandfather, where Mr. ar d Mrs.
Lopaus have been stopping. Beautiful
floral offerings covered and tilled tbe tiny
casket. Rev F. W. Brooks, of Southwest
Harbor, officiated. Burial was in West
Tremont cemetery.
Dec.
D.
20._

pleasantly situated

Gouldsboro

way have cheered
father's declining

in

oo«

business at Bass Harbor.

husband is at

8
has returned
home from West Suiiivan, where he has
beeu busy for a week or more.

Spurting

w

school teachers and pupils are
a concert and Christmas tree
at the ball Christmas night. Those in
charge will do all in their power to make

preparing

sad

X

house, which is very

fiequent visits to the old home,

have made

iDe

preparations, ail hearts are saddened and
tilled with sympathy for Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Lopaus, whose little aon, Austin
Lin wood, was burled Thursday. The
little one whs ill but a few days. The
blow fills heavily on Mrs. Lopaus.
Her

Harbor and vicinity, where she has

Andrew

iseu

entertainment,
Miss Myra Powers. Misses Helen and
M*»Sawyer; tree and decorations, John
Ober. These will be assisted by others.
In the midst of Christmas festivities and

living, one of whom is married. Just after overlooking the harbor.
Thanksgiving of this year, Mr. Peters was
Leo L Larrabee, D. D.
much p eased to hear that he bad a great
granddaughter. His son, L. Ward Peters,
Is a lawyer in Boston, and he and his wife

wi

with his coal

as

rela-

John B. Cole has moved into bis

are

Him

the affair

Dolliver has returned from

beeu with relatives.

some

Joshua Sawyer, of Tremontrba* purchased the wood lot on the Southwest
Ha her road of K. K. Hodgdon. Mr.
Sawyer has a crew of men stripping the
ioi,

for the ensuing year.

elected

Srsl Com.

Habbath

R.

tives.

wife of Rev. A.

daughters

been

IrvingS. Ray has returned from
bridge, where he has beeu visiting

Bar

years ago.

have

mer.

place to

the West

.Id

wo

!

Augustus DolHver has returned from
Island, where he has been all sum-

terests.

daughter became the
H. Tebbctts, and died in

he

rescue

j

Swan’s

the children She died eight years ago,
since which time bis sister, Augusta, has
faithfully cared for him and his home inA

boat,

wit-

Mr*. William Smith has gone to Cherryspend the holidays with relatives.

sister to

a

mother's

a

K/,

field to

His

before.

years

a-

here for the week.

ers was

had died

ills

j

Henry Handy left for Boston Monday.
Ed ward Noyes, wife, and son have been

married first to Maria D.
Wescotl, of Cadtine, who died leaving two
c&Udrcn to bis care. George, a promising

boy,

M

accident and went to his

he

small

a

liana

PgowpMt Barber.

it

young and old.
Mr. Pe

I'onl

drowned.
Lee. 16.

Christmas
to

d

ness

unobtrusively.

*nd

fnr

j

r.>mrnt

friends of Archie Bridge#,
so flaring from s protracted
illness of typhoid fever, in a hospital in
Cambridge, Mass., are pleased to hear be
Is recovering rapidly.
The

who

Harbor.

Capt fi

rttu ued to her home in Hancock.

m.

Ik.

w^ek.

F. Lear; overseer, Alton Tripp; steward,
Bragdon's season of herring Everett McFarlaud; assistant steward,
OBITUARY.
Jesse Young; lecturer, Velma Lear; secThere w ill be held, on t hri-tmaa night, fishing Is extending well into the winter,
Lemuel E L> Peters passed from earth
with a good demaud for herring for bait. retary, Vera Berry; treasurer, Hull s Ausin the Union meeting bouse, a festival,
Tbursd <y, Dec 12 after a long and use ul
Julia Bartlett; Care*,
The American was a welcome visitor tin; chaplain, Mrs.
with the usual Christina* trees and conlife, a life lived for more than eighty years
Mrs. Nellie Stratton; Pomona, Mrs. Abble
on Thursday, since a Boston paper was not
cert.
among his fellow townsmen, relatives and
Hutchings; Flora, Miss Sara Coggins;
received until Friday, ou account of the
Miss Lizzie Preble has been in very poor I
friend^.
lady assistant steward, Grace Stratton;
washouts.
Nearly sixty years ago Mr. Peters estab- health since her return to Chicago, and'
gate-keeper, William K. Salisbury. The
The Whittier school, Miss Mary Evans,
lished m home on what was a part of the has t een compelled to suspend her work j
fourth degree will be conferred upou two
of
Sullivan, teacher, gave an entertainv
original Peters homestead and, living “near at the store.
candidates next Tuesoay evening.
in
ment
Temperance hail, Friday evening,
to Nature’s h-art”, he, like the model
Mr* Emma Bulger and daughter Alice,
Capt. Charles Hodgkins has gone to
whi‘ h was thoroughly enjoyed by a large
farme he was, gave his attention to the also Mrs Augusta Candage, have returned
Boston to takecommaud of his veesel for
Each number on the procultivation of bis farm and the culture of from an eitended visit to Massschusetts ! au icnce.
the winter.
gramme, which consisted of recitations,
fruit. But through ail the years, he also and Booth bay Harbor.
Dec. 20.
tableaux and singing, whether
_H.
dialogues,
u;a» lnteiested in educational matters, beMr. and Mrs Morse, after spending eevj
the tiny tots or the advanced f*oaa«aviii#.
ing a member of the board of trustees of eral weeks in Boston, have gone to Sooth I glveu by
Schools hsve closed for the holidays.
classes, showed the perfect understanding
Bluehill academy. He was fond of read- Can
lina, ordered there by the doctors for I between the leader and the
led, and demMiss M. E. Lawson has returned to
ing mi d always was well informed on the the benefit of Mrs. Morse's health.
onstrated to all a year’s work of faithful,
current topics of the times. Even to the
Cambridge, Mass.
Edward Brewer and family have re- I
loving service on the part of the teacher,
last his mind was clear, and be continued
A singing school will be organ'ied here
turned to their home at Holbrook, Mass. ; and
loyal obedience on the part of the next
his correspond; nee with the absent memThursday evening at the schoolMr Brewer has been here five months, j
pupils The ball was very pretty with its house,
bers of bis family until a few weeks before
taught by George J. Joy.
one of the finest dwelling-houses ! Christmas
building
decorations of strings of corn,
his death.
The severe storm of Sunday did no
on the island for Elwood Spurting.
trees »nd evergreens. Mr. Mertz kindly
j
bis
all,
honorable,
respected by
Upright,
but no western
There were two narrow escapes from I furnished Instrumental
music on the damage in this vicinity;
influence was always for those things
and sang a solo which received mail was received until Friday.
drow ing here recently
Harvey
Bulger
piano,
and
unmake
for
vkjaith
peace”. Quiet
and Gilbert Rosebrook were out gunning, 1 hearty applause.
Tuesday evening, Dec. 17, was the annual
assuming in his ways, be had a vein of
of the O. E. 8. Officers were
when a float from which Bulger was shoot* j
Dec 21.
meeting
H.
which
and
a
well
stored
mind
humor,

keeping

hou-«

healthy

J'”*,"',"1 In
Fbj*..

The Watonkeo Indian medicine and
comedy company haa beeo in town tbia

annual meeting of L?.raoine
were
following officers
ensuing year: Master, J.

the

If ram haven't a ragwlar.
b.,.. 1. ...rr
tK.».Wbb-n .^l b. -bll.

Mm*.

Springfield,

the fifteenth

At

Luella Hnowman la at borne from

Mis#
and

Springer

William

BEST FOR THE
BOWELS

_____

home.
wife

SRrocTttonnrntft.

daughter, Mra. Iaaac Stanley, at Maneet.
Will Ober, who baa been working at
Nortbeaat Harbor the paat aeaaon, la
borne (or a (aw weeka.
**.
Dec. Zt.

COUNTY NEWS.

party of his schoolmates. The house was
boys and girls from 7 to 9 In
the evening.
They played all sorts of

fitted with

Gideon Mayo,

f this

Dec. 20.

S.

"Cure the cough and save the life."
I>r.
1 food's Norway Pine Syrup cures cough and
( iilds, down lo the very verge of consumption.
4<ft

THE ELLSWORTH
AMERICAN,
Is the Old

Home Paper for Hancock
County Folks.
^

I

/'CipUin,1’ Mid i’• t, during bud storm,
**«»• y« • slmcnlk on bourdT” “No, I

I
I

aotJtttiBcmnua.

'.THE RIGHT THING TO
*

PUT ON.

1
<

large amount of valuable information
for hunters who visit this State for their
fall outings, it is of particular interest to
that class, but all who enjoy good read*
ing will find in it something to enjoy.

wing on** a painful spot all applications Ellsworth.
for the relief of pain have arisen.
Petitions filed for administration on
The most successful have ever been
pouU
ttoca or plasters, and t he best of these is estatea of Peter Cain, Abtiah Garland,
William Bmall, Deer isle.
Ellsworth;
Benson’s Porous Plaster.
Guardian
unto Helen Frail-

appointed
Mscomber, Franklin.
Inventories returned In estates of
Busan Gray, Cssttne; Benjamin G. Barbour, Deer Isle.
1* advanced year by y6ar.
Affidavits of notice of appointment In
Use Benson’s Plaster for coughs, colds,
estates of Benjamin O.
Barbour, Deer
•best dis as- s,
ce*

rheumatism, grip, neuralgia,

Mrs. Murphy—Are ytz on callin’ terms
Mrs. Mulcaby? Mrs. O’Flynn—Av
8he calls me a tliafe, au' 1
course Oi am
calls her

Charles D.

a

liar.

The etiquette that makes us do an insincere act is an etiquette to be avoided.
Honesty of action Is the foundation of
the finest manners.— Ladies’ Home Jour-

East brook.

nal.

Tommy—You

wore a

red suit and horns

the masked ball last night, didn’t you?
Mr. Hoamiy—Why, no. I went as a cavalier. Tommy—I guess p< p was mistake",
He said he saw you, and you looked
then.
like the devil.

at

“Worth It’s Weight In <Jol«l,“ say sufferers
from catarrh, of Ely’s Cream Balm. A trial
sice costs 10 cents. Full else Of cents. Sold by
druggists or mailed by Ely Bros., 86 Warren
Street, New York
A Inert Lea, Minn., March 21, ’901.
Mkssks. Ely Bros. —I suffered Irom a severecoin In the head, and was about dead tor
J used your Cream Balm and
want of a cep
woke up with a clear head and cold almost
I
take five dollars for my hot
would
not
gone
t e of Cream Balm If 1 could • ot gei anoth* r.
9 K. GasdBDaLE.

[

“

Your M agazine M oney

s/wvs*va

Miss Joan Rye
having the last
hatpin run through the floppiest of hats
by her maid, so that, quite plainly, she
was going out to brave the sun.
“If any one wants to know where I
am,*’ she said, “you haven’t the slightest
idea.’’
“Yes, miss.”
“Not the slightest,” repeated Miss Rye
ndmonishingly, “un’ess Captain Buttle*
bury asks,an d then you might fancy
that I’d goue in the direction of the kennels.”
“Yes, miss.”
“And now, if that pin is in, I’m going
down to the lake. I do hone nobody will
see mo.”
She rose, os graceful as a panther and
full of spirits, and went out swiftly and
silently into the park, taking cure to
evade any other of the guests who might
be about—not that many were likely to
be, for it was still early, and their decisions for the day’s amusements were
She dived into the
not yet arrived at.
nearest green shade and took the avenue
leading down to the lake. The kennels
were in quite the opposite direction; but,
then. Miss Rye had a passion for tho
waterside, particularly this morning,
when the sun was so riotously hot and
the mere sound of the swish in the reeds
would be cooling; also, nobody ever
went down to the lake in the morning.
She would be alone and unpestered for
once.
Captain Suttlebury could bestow
his insufferable attentions upon the
She
hounds.
laughed aloud at the
was

wid

Wtlhur,
lame back, and other ail- I*>e;
Licenses for tale of real estate granted
Inents tliat make Winter a season of anffer- In estates of Jane McCarthy, Harriet Aim
Ing and danger. It relieves r.nd ciu f Mooney, Bucksport: Cornelius Hayes,
E la worth; Earl A. Gordon, Merton
L.
■pucker than any other remedy.
& I>o not accept Capsicum, strengthening Gordon and Forrest L. Gordon, Franklin.
for
to
sell
real
estate
Petitions
license
or Belladonna
placters in place of It* nson’s, of Busan
as
Gray, Castlne; Isaac Mace, Authey ptassess none of iu curative power. rora.
Insist on having the genuine.
Accounts settled in estates of John
The oeople of every civilized land have
Paul Gordon, Franklin ;David W. Benson,
testified for years to the superlative merit
Tremont; Wesley T. Bates, Brooksville;
.of Henson's Plasters; and 5,(MX)
physicians Lloyd Knight Alien, Deer Isle.
Accounts fl»ed for settlement In estates
jand druggists of this country have declared
of Alfred McDonald, Bucksport; Hannah
'them worthy of public confidence.
*
M.
I*» official comparisons with others, BenMayo, Castlne; Beth Webb, Deer
son’s Plasters have been honored with Isle.
Certificates of sale of real estate filed
1
highest awards.
in estate* of Kendall K
Hodgdon, TreFor sale by ail druggists, or we will pre- mont Edward
;
Noyes, BuiliVRii.
L’cense to sell personal estate granted
| pay postage cu any n.imber ordered in the
f Unites 1 States mi the receipt of 25c. each. In estate of Martha P. Hadlock, Cranberry
Isles.
Accept no imitation or substitute.
P*tlt 'ons fi»ed for order of dlstribntl n
Beahnry A Johnson, Mfg. Chemists, N.Y.

iudii**y trouble,

1

S

a

*'

Ho other has anything like the sans
?Jower as a curative agent; it is highly and
Scientifically medicated, and ita standard

1

publication, is one of the best ever issued
by the publisher. Containing, as it dots,

granted on estates of
Charles H. Parker, Bucksport; Nicholas
F. Curran, Eden; Nebemiab H. Higgins,

0

”

-

thought.

understood, as such matters
understood, that Miss Rye
was the destined bride of the captain.
He was ugly, vulgar and one of the
wpnlthiesf of landowners, so that he
could marry any one he chose. And liis
choice seemed to be Miss Joan Rye.
That is why the following things came
to pass when, about half an hour later,
Miss Joan Rye came down to the boathouse, followed at a discreet distance by
Suttlebury.
the irrepressible Captain
who, by an ill chance, had marked Miss
Rye’s direction and had not therefore
taken the trouble to inquire of her maid
The
as to where she might be found.
captain was feeling uncommonly sulky
and spitefu?, knowing he had exerted
himself for some days past in a manner
that “no woman was worth,” without
marked success. Miss Rye was the girl
to marry, if one must marry, blit that he
should have to run after anybody as if
he were a flunky was (he assured Mrs.
Rye) contrary to his habits a|,l his digIlis plan was to let her get well
nity.
on to the lake, then pursue and worry
her into an engagement.
Meanwhile Joan came to the water’s
She had fixed on a Canadian
edge.
ennoe and. having seated herself, made
away with broad, gentle scoops of the
paddle, rejoicing in her liberty and her
This was what she had desolitude.
sired, and for a little time at least that
broad, hazy mere deemed almost like a
sea
unknown, inviolable, romantic, iuto
which she might escape forever.
She had disappeared into the haze beyond Captain Suttlebury*s view before
be was ready with the punt in which he
And on the other side
meant to follow.
of the haze things were happening of
which Joan’s first intimation was this:
Toward her. from the opposite bank,
It
came an apparently unoccupied punt.
came
erratically, with slow jerks and
A stout pike
swerves to left nnd right.
rod was fixed in the bows and bent almost to cracking.
“Some one must have been fishing
The float was
from it.” thought Joan.
invisible, but the taut liue and twisted
reel showed her what was the matter.
The fisher must have gone ashore and a
pike booked himself in the meantime.
How' annoyed the man would be! And
i then—
“Why, it’s Mr. Maynard!” she said
aloud, quite suddenly, “^sleep!”
She
had wanted solitude, but somehow
;
It

was

generally
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with the magazine SUCCESS,
special
BY enabled
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full advantages of THE GREAT SUCCESS CLUBBING
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indispensable
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CURRENT LITERATURE is the leading litmonthly of America. It gives its readers the
of- the hest things published.
Its reviews of
new bohlcs keep one posted as to what is newest and
be*t. No one- can make a mistake in dci«-nding upon
C» kRhNT Litkkatihk for his knowledge of the
world's literary achievement.
Monthly, fj.oo per

erarv
cream

annum.

aar

Only
*

#1.00 per ji'ar

THE COSMOPOLITAN is a leader amo.i- the great monthly
magazines, covering every branch of human int-.t-t with timely sugeestive, well written, and finely illustrated articles 1»\ ti e best authors
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Monthly, p.00 Per annum
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FRANK Lf
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gram for the coming year embraces features second
in interest to no other periodical, while its illustrations will continu** to he the highest
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|| t- MOtM HOLD has been known and loved by more than a
of its power
Generation of American women, and is to-day at the height
Its finely illustrated, and ably edited departments cover
an l prestige.
household linen and nble-equii*ernoroidery. crocheting and knitting,and
etiquette. Monthly, %t.oo p*r
ruent. home-decoration, nursery-lore,
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now
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cond volume, is another of
great modern monthlies which have given America
its leadership in miga/ine-mnking. Its editorial
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magazine.
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be substituted for Review of Reviews.
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/:oe* of the
country. It contains beautifully colored encravin.'-*>| t
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I
<1 *'.gn-...
millinery for women and children, it alsocoot ins man* l« 11 )<<dddt I
part men ts of general interest and value. Monthly.
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pet annum.

annum.

THE NEW EWOLAWD M \fiAXINE oaints with loving touch
: recalls her customs and tram the historic landmarks of New England
in rt,t ons and tells of the achievements of New Englanders in all parts
m of the war Id
It forms a monthly “old home week for every New
I Englander, no matter how far away. Monthly, f.tfioper annum.

GOOD tf OUSEKErPlNO is a magazine title whir h x’ctlv de-l
.scribes its contents. It treats of the wa >s and means of m..k ngtheln nel
of delight, describing and illustrating hundods I th se little"
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and richly illustrated. Monthly, $/.ooper annum.
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LESLIE'S WEEKLY is the leading illustrated paper of America.
It brings into the home circle each week, photographic
of
the stirring, history-making events all oVer the world, often secured at
enormous cost, by special traveling artists.
Those who have hitherto
denied themselves the pleasure of a subscription to this great illustrated
weekly, because of its high price, will find our ofiers, including Leslie’s
Weekly, genuine bonanzas.” Weekly, $/.ooper annum.
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What is “Success93?

is the brightest, most up-to-date, and most profusely illustrated monthly
published. It is read with eagerness by the father, the mother, the older sons and
daughters, and even the children, containing, as it does, a wealth of material interesting to all ages and classes. It already reaches nearly 300,000 homes—over
It is bright, cheerful and
1.500,000 readers.
Inspiration and life are in
different ways, direct and indirect, it tells how to lay
every page. In ofa thousand
true
success in life—how to climb the ladder of achievement.
the foundation
Its contributors include the best known names in politics, religion, science, art,
literature, and industry. Business and professional men of the highest standingmen who will write for no other periodical,—are willing to
jpve to readers of
Success the benefit of their wide and valuable experience. A series of articles upon
“Careers” will form a special feature of SOccess for 1902. The illustrations in
Success are by the best artists in the country. The inspiration of a lifetime has
come to thousands of Success readers thfough their investment of one dollar,—its
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Captain
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was

dimly

con-
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see cause.

Edmund B. Hodgkins, late of Linm'ine.fn
id county, deceased. A certain instrument
purport ing to be the laRt will and testament
of »aid deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented h> Rachel M.
Hodgkins, the executrix therein n >u « d.
Peter Cain, late of Ellsworth, in said county. deceased. Petition that A. F. Hum ham
may be appointed administrator of the estate
of said deceased, presented by A. F. Burnham, a creditor of said decc-t-s* d.
Abijah Garland, late of Ellsworth, in said
Petition that A. F. Burncounty, deceased
of ttth
ham may be appointed admini-trap
State of said deceased, presented by A. F.
Burnham, a creditor of said deceased.
William Small, late of Deer Isl*. in said
Petition that Mark 1*.
county, deceased.
Dodge may be appointed administrator of Ilia
estate of said deceased,
bymilen J.
Stover, a daughter of said dee* used.
Hannah M. Mayo, late of Rrooksville, in
said county, deceased.
First account of
Charles R. Crockett, administrator, filed for
settlement.
unsound
Alfred McDonald, a person of
mind, of Bucksport, in said county. 1-irstaOcount of Isaac H. Homer, guardiun, filed for
settlement.
Alfred McDonald, late of Btickspmt, in said
county, deceased. First account of Isaac DHomer, administrator, filed for settlementSeth Webb, late of Deer Isle, in said county, deceased. Second account of Charles H.
S. W’ebb, executor, filed for at ttlement.
Susan Gray, late of Castiue, in *aid county,
deceased. Petition filed by Geo. M Warren,
administrator of theeatate of said deceased,
for license to sell, at public or private sale,
the real estate of said deceased, us described
in said petition.
Isaac Mace, late of Aurora, in said countj,
deceased. Petition filed by Albert E. Macs,
exei utor of the last will and test an ent of saitl
deceased, for license o sell «t public or private sale the real estate of suia deceased, as
described in said petition.
Rebecca M. Young, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased. Petition nl.d by A. A.
Littlefield, administrator, for an order of distribution of the estate of said deceased.
si

presented

county, deceased. Peti ion tiled bj Arno W.
King and Frank E. Blaisdell, adtni .istratorju
for «n order of distribution of the estate m
said deceased.
O. P. CL NNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
A true co y, Attest:—Lhas. P. Dork. Register.

scious from her pout that he was expect- (
ed to apologize. But that was not his
way. On the contary, he felt that he had
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
a right to demand an apology.
Alzeuora Staples, of Swsnls
“I do not imagine,” he said in his pomIsland, Hancock connty, Maiue. by her
pous manner, “that your mother would mortgage deed dated the twehty-second dav
of November, a. d. 1897. and recorded in tflte
approve of this sort of thing.”
Hancock registry of deeds, book 318. page 361,
“What sort of thing?”
to Mary E. Wairen, of Ca*tine, ru
conveyed
one
of
the
s”—
—ith
“Fishing
said county of Hancock, a certain parcel of
He had meant to say servants, but real estate situate iu s&id Swan’s Island, and
caught Maynard’s eye. Something warn- bounded as follows:
at a stake and running about
ed him to break off suddenly. Maynard 45°Commencing
west 47 feet to a stake; thence north 46°ea§t
unclinched his fingers and went on reel- 43 feet to a stake; thence south 45® east 47 feist
south 46® west 43 feet to tfce
ing up with what he supposed was the to a stake; thence
first mentioned bound.
best policy, that of neutrality. Yet the
And whereas the said Mary E. Warren by
little captain, standing there, struck him her assignment dat 'd the eighteenth day of
April, 18i*8, and recorded in the Hancock regas incredibly vulgar, almost beneath conof deeds, hook 388, page 53, assigned to
He wondered how Mrs. Rye istrythe
tempt.
me,
undesigned, the said mortgage, an®
could have entertained the idea of such the note and deot thereby secured.
And whereas the condition of said mortg*ftp
Then he shrugged his
a
son-in-law.
has been
now, therefore, by reason Hf
shoulders, for Joan had only smiled a the breachbroken,
of the condition thereof, I claim‘d
foreclosure of said mortgage.
little, as if he amused her tolerably.
Dec. 8, 1901.
George H. Crosbi^
“Perhaps,” she said meekly, “you are
You are so often right. Captain j
right.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Suttlcbury. aren’t you? And in any ( \\THEREA8 Mary E. Black, late of Blufcase I oug^f to consider it luck in a way
fy
hill, in the county ol Hancock, anil
that you came, oughtn’t I? Because my State of Maine, by her mortgage deed datel
January twenty-ninth, a. d. 1896, and recanoe has drifted off, and Mr. Maynard j corded "in Hancock
county registry of deedj»,
has lost his pole, and we might have been i in vol. 290, page 134, conveyed to n»e, the unleft here in the middle of the lake for dersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land dej scribed in a deed from David R. Black
3e
hours and hours.”
Mary E. Black, said deed being dated Maji
Maynard froze up. Nothing would have j tenth, a. d. 1883, and tetorded in Hancock
been more lucky. 4o his way of thinking, county registry of deeds, in vol. 2<H. page lift,
to which deed and record lher«of relerentfc
than the contingency mentioned, but he :
may be had; and whereas the condition ot
imagined Joan was making her submis- j said mortgage has been broken, now, therefore,
by rt ason of the breach of the condition
and
he
sion. So did Captain Suttlcbury,
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortassumed a conquering pose.
Rufus P. Okiniuk,
gage.
“Lost his yole, has he?” he inquired
by Edward E. Chase, his attorney.
Rluebill, December 9, a. d. i901.
loftily.
“It stuck in the
“Yes,” said Joan.
subscribers, residing out of the HtaJ»
rptiE
reeds.
You can almost see it from here.”
A of Maine, to wit: George A. 1*. H. I>u»of
London, England, and Franci* 0.
“Then, Mr. What’s-his-name,” said the can,
W
lch of Boston, iu the state of Massachucaptain, turning toward Maynard, “yon setts. heieby give notice that tiny have befrn.
can take my punt and fetch the pole back
duly appointed txecutors of the last will arid
•estamentof Clara L. Walley, late of Boston,
Miss Rye
After that you can go.
here.
in the county of Suffolk, ami said state oT
and I shan’t*need you. d’you see?”
Massachusetts deceased, and that they ha\p
lie held out the pole belonging to his
appointed Hannibal E. Hamlin, cf Ellsworth,
in the county of Hancock, and State of Maine*
own punt as he spoke, and for a moment
their agent iu said State of Maiue.
his fate hung in the balance. Then May- All persons having demands against the
nard put his hands in his pockets and estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
turned to Joan.
thereto are requested to make payment im“Am 1 to understand that is what you
George a. P. H. Dunban.
mediately.
wish?” he asked stiflly.
Dec. 3. 1901.
Francis C. Welch.
“Please do,” she said.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
Because she wished it he stepped rpiiE
X she has been duly appointed adminisacross on the other punt,
disregarding tratrix with the will annexed of the estate of
was in no way vexed to come on a man.
James Collar, late of Plantation No. 33, in tlDB
even the supercilious smile with which
Otherwise she would not have done what
county of Hancock, deceased, and given
Captain Suttlcbury handed him the pole. bonds as the law directs. Ail persons having
she did. That was to paddle up to the Then, without a word, he
off.
demands against the estate of said decease®
pushed
the
She
took
up
punt and step aboard.
are desired to present the same for
As the gap between the two punts widsettle^
and all indebted thereto are requested
rod nnd freed the reel carefully.
I ened to a yard, before either of the two ment,
to make payment immediately.
“What a splendid fish it must be!” she
was aware of it, Joan had taken a runalmeda I* williams.
December3, 1901.
said, feeling it delicately as she reeled in | ning
leap from one to the other. She
subscriber hereby gives notice that
rpHE
! was beside Maynard now, and the gap
be has been duly appointed adminisi.
instinct that was aroused, for she forgot nan
trator of the estate of Isichol«s F. Uurrai^,
;
grown a guir or a aozen yarns, ana
her canoe and her desire for solitude and
the captain’s smile turned to a stare of late of Eden, in the counLy of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as tto
began to play the fish.
dismay.
1
law directs. All persons having demands
Now. n pike is not the gamest of things
What the—what are you doing?” he against the estate of said deceased are desired
will
make
that swim, but even a pike
to present the same for settlement, and all
stuttered angrily.
indebted thereto are requested to make payJ some struggle, and this was a big one.
Joan settled herself composedly down ment immediately.
Frank E. Sherman.
Joan reeled in, and the pike resisted,
December 3, 1901.
among the cushions.
and the punt rocked up and down. Presshe said.
you,”
‘‘Marooning
f'l'lHE subscriber hereby gives notice tfiat
ently from a dream in whfc'b he and
“Mnroo-mnroo—what do you mean?”
be has been duly appointed admiriTCJL
Captain Suttlebury were exchanging pis“For bad manners on the high sens.” trator of the estate of Charles H. Parker, late
tol shots across a pocket handkerchief— Joan
“I am the pirate of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock, dsexplained
affably.
all for the love of a lady—Dick Maynard
ceasea, and given bonds as the law directs.
of the luke this morning, and any
All persons having demands against the esThe girl queen
awoke and rubbed his eyes.
Your tate of said deceased are desired to present
one displeasing me has to suffer.
of
at
the
far
end
the
was standing
punt,
the same for settlement, and all indebted
is
to
ashore
or
else
swim
punishment
thereto are requested to make payment imwith her feet firmly planted, tense in evwait until some oue comes for you. The
Alvah A. Parker.
mediately.
ery limb aud beautifully balancing the
December 3, 1901.
pole is in the reeds, remember, in case
heavy rod.
you waut it. and don’t forget lunch is at
f
“Can I help?” he said, half unwillingly. 2.
|1HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
Goodby. Captain Suttlebury!”
JL he has been duly appointed execu! She answered without turning her
She waved her hand at him mischiev- tor of the last will and testament of Alice 8a*head.
Commonwealth of
geant, late of Boston,
I
ously and beckoned Maynard to pole on.
Massachusetts, deceased, no bonds being re| “Have you got the landing net?”
Later in the day Captain Suttlebury
quired by the terms of said will All porsojis
“Yes.”
was observed by the waterman and reshaving demands against the estate of said
I He went forward, and she held up the cued, but that was not until after lunch, deceased are desired to present the same for
pike nearer to the side. She was a little and every oue was curious to know what settlement, and all indebted th< reto are requested to make payment immediatcly.
breathless, but talked without allowing had become of him. Not
December 3, 1901.
Samuel D. 8 a roe an*,
having the spirit
her attention to be distracted from the to confess his
discomfiture, he decided to
subscriber hereby gives notice that
business on hand.
rjlHE
leave
the
next
which
he
train,
did,
by
JL she has been duly appointed executrix
“You owe me a pair of glo- “s, Mr. j much to Mrs.
Rye’s grief. Later in the of the last will and testament of John *&.
aren’t
Fast
you •
asleep
Maynard.
Starr, late of Orland, in the county of
much to her mother’s horror, Joan
year,
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
ashamed—only au hour after breakfast?” married Dick Maynard.—King.
by the terms of said will. All persons
“Was I really asleep?”
_•
demands
the
having
against
estate
“Were you?”
of said deceased
are
desired to present
Made a Dull Boy Smart.
the same for settlement, and all indebted
The pike was head up, trying to furOnce upon a time a stern father called thereto are requested to make payment imrow the tops of the water with his narMatilda W. Stars.
! row tail. Maynard made an ineffectual his sou to him and severely addressed mediately.
December 8, 1901.
him.
“Child,” he said, “you are walking
dive with the net, the fish shooting away
in the way of stupidity instead of pursuto the right.
You are
ing the path of intelligence.
j “Pm afraid I must have been asleep,” neglecting
your books and allowing your
he admitted, “for. to tell the truth, I
to
sink
I
mind
into
dullness.
must do
was in among the reeds last thing I resomething to awaken in you a realization
member, moored to the punt pole. By
of your error.
Go to the orchard and
the way, the pole’s gone.”
bring me a switch as long as your arm
“So
“Of course it has,” said Joan.
and
no
smaller than your little finger.”
would the fish have had I not come to
'he rescue.”
| The boy went as directed, and after he
returned he and his father were alone in
“But how did you come?” he asked
the nttiq for several minutes.
Wonderingly.
j
Moral.—There i^xnore than one way to
“In the canoe. Oh”— She turned her
make a boy smart.—New York Herald.
eyes without turning her hands at all.
“I forgot about fastening it, and it’s
In Trouble Ajgaln.
But I was so anxious the fish
gone.
shouldn't get off. It wasn’t .very sport“John writes,” said the old man, “that
ing of you to go to sleep when you were
they’re goin’ to send him to the legislator’.”
fishing.”
/
“It was disgraceful,” he agreed. “But
“Lord save us!” exclaimed the old
‘Pm rather glad, because I couldn't have lady. “What’s he been a-doin’ of now?”
landed him by himself.”
—Atlanta Constitution.
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1 he above exceptional offers are extended to our readers by arrangement with the magazine. Success, which has made exclusive
clubbing contracts,
with allot the above periodicals at extraordinarily low prices based on heavy subscription guarantees. We assure our readers that these periodicals cannot be obtained in any other way at so small a cost. Subscriptions will begin with issues requested, whenever possible to supply copies,
otherwise with the issue of the month following that in which the subscriptions are received. Send in your orders early, with names of the magazines,
the address or addresses to which they are to be sent, and the club price.
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To all persons Interested In either of the eetales hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bucksport, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the Ihifa
day of December, a. d. 1901.
rpHE following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinX
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons Interested
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively lu the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that tb«*y may appear at a probate ';ourt to be hir'd at Ellaworth, in said county, on tb* seventh duvof January, a. d. 1902, at t*n of the clock
in the forenoon, and be beard thereon if they

The Only
COUNTY

TO OUR READERS

?

“Do you think we shall get Lim?”
“Certaiu to. Let me have another try
Hoop I shan't miss it this time.”
“Now!” vhe said.
“Ahern! Good morning, Miss Joan!”
They had both been so wrapped up in
tkeir fishing that they had entirely failed
to notice the approa««h of Captaiu Suftlebury in the second punt, and at the very
moment that he sent the nose of his pant
iuto theirs Maynard had the tail of the
fish in the net. At the sound of his voice,
rasping and irritated, Joan started and
for the first time let the rod down. It
was the pike's opportunity, and he took
it. With n swish of the tail he leaped
away, and the line snapped short.
“Bother!” said Joan.
She stood there, facing him, with a rising color. Any one less fatuous than
Captain Siittlebnry would have foreseen
danger in provoking her further. But be
was wrapped up in his own conceit and
annoyed Ix-sides. lie had seen her change
craft from afar, he had watched the
whole business, and he meant to put a
stop to it. Accordingly he also stepped
over from the punt in which he had come,
pole in hand, and took up a pompous attitude.
“Well?” said Joan coldly.
Maynard had relieved her of the rod
and was reeling up the slack of the line.
His own irritation was greater than the
other’s, for all his previous trouble came
back. Here was the beast again, annoying beauty, and he, ns a more outsider—
not even a guest on equal terms—did not
She was vexed—that
see what to do.
The man seemed to
was clear enough.
claim her as his property already by his
look and manner. For all Maynard knew
to the contrary, there might be grounds
for it.
“Well?” repeated Joan, tapping her
foot.
“Er—I supposed I’d find you on the
lake,” said Captain Suttlebury.
“You were looking for me?”
“Of course.
It was just as well I
found you.”
said Joan.
it maae me
Perhaps,
lose a rather large pike.”
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Irgal Nottuft.

rea

ion.

MngH/lne, Book and Newspaper Noter.
The Christmas edition of the Maine
Sportsman, Maine’s attractive sportsmen’s

Administration

(flMMfl* Plut»r Is Pain's MiiUr.)
From the natural impulse to “put some,

Joan nodded at this very excellent

estatet^f

Proceedings at ihe December Term
held at Bucksport.
James
Wills admitted to
probate:
Collar, Plantation No. 33; John K. Btarr,
Orland, Alice Bargeant, Boston.
Will presented for probate: Edmnnd
B. Hodgkins, Lamolne.

tMven’t.” “Then, bsgorni, we’ll have to
take the weather as It comm.’’

■

in
John Paul Gordon, Franklin;
Rebecca M. Young. Hucaspbrt.
Bond of executors ti ed and approved,
letters testsinenrary Issued in eaiate of
Clara L. Walley, Boston.
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THE AMERICAN, Ellsworth, Maine.
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There

other
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dearth of mail matter from

the 16th to the

20th, hardly any of the

coming.

mail

The American

time, however. The storm of Sunday was very severe, but no damage was
done.
was on

Capt S N. Hendrick met with several
mishaps the first of the week Monday,
os

he

his way to Sunset with a
his carriage w heel came off and be
was

on

load,
was obi ged to take

a

wood cart for the

jou-ney. As he was returning,
dog frightened his horse, which started
so quickly that he was thrown out and
quite se ertiy injured The next day, as he
was on his w ay 10 Stonington with a load
of milk, one of his largest cans sprung
aleaK, and he lost a good part of his Hock
rest of the
a

in

quite

is

Roy Hendrick
chitis.

with bron-

ill

J«ihn Choate arrived at P. A. Peirce’s

Wedn^sdsy.

He

expects to spend the win-

ter here.
in

Ego.

Dec. 23.
HroukHvill*.

Schooner “Mildred

May”,

from

land, landed here 400 bushels of
O

L.

Tapley.
meeting

other page*

nee

born

Port-

corn

for

one

years. Mrs. Ladd
where she

Bucksport

wa*

Philadelphia,

iu

“We sailed from Bangor, Nov. 7, for
Warebam, Mas?*. On the following day
the wind

nortl

bard, Increasing at niuht
to a gale.
That night we lost our mainsail, and the heavy seas kept thrashing
t

of

course st

seas

which

decks

had

from

washed

and

3

9th,
been washiug over our
o’clock In the morning,

deck load away

our

until

It

was

The pumps were
kept going continuously, without gaining on the leak. The wind had increased
level

num-

udents who

the third

Hvered

lecture

lecture in the

in the Franklin street church
course
Ills subject
Thursday evening, Dec. 19.
was “The Greatest Power in the World’*.
Mr. Hersey Isa forceful speaker, and received the closest attention during bis
eloxuent appeal for the reading of good

1

of

the 9.b there

wise you will do it at

are

E

experience of many years of successful Christmas trading to guide us, we have gathered
year’s Holiday selling, from every quarter of the globe that could be laid under contribution for
the purpose, a magnificent army of the choicest of staple and fancy articles suitable for Holiday buying.
Of the splendid Christmas shopping menu set forth on this page for buyers with a keen appetite
forgetting tlie best value for the least money, we would say that the goods told of in each and
every item arc new and desirable .as well as the best of the kind, and that the prices are absolutely the
lowest for w hich dependable goods of their character can be sold.
With the
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HINTS

were

of water in the bold. The
schooner was running off southeast by
south under a reefed jib at a rate of nine
knots, which course she continued for
tweuty-four hours. During this run, we
lost the foregaff and foresail, and had two

a

Saturday

held here

morn-

TO

j

1

men

sick and

the pumpa.
The water

worn

out

by

GIVERS.

GIFT

Cloak Department. I

their labor at

Women's and
Children’s, all popular goods, in
Wool. Kid and Leather.
Hair Broshes and Combs from !>0c.

M

m

tlett'a

boys

bunting

is

season

over

have settled down to work.

the fortunate hunters

lett, Emery
Stella

were

a

John S. Annie
W. H. H. Spofford’a.

Mr. and Mrs.

ing

at

sre

drink-

Sllkolene at 12 1-2 eta. per yard—oo
Silk Handkerchiefs, Plain. Japanese
Hemstitched, all grades.

cask,containing

ail

our

Fur Department.

...

The upper part of the town house hue
been finished and a nice new hall has been
made for

Among

wax.

George Bart-

short vacation

home, has returned to Northeast Harfor t he winter.
Dec. 20
B.

at

bor

itbrrtiannnus.
Thousands Hare Kidney Trouble
and Don’t Know it.
How To Find Out.

Fill a bottle or common glass with your
and let it stand twenty-four hours; a
sediment or settling indicates an
b
unhealthy condition of the kidneys; if it stains
your linen it is
evidence of kidney trouble; too
frequent desire to
pass it or pain in
—
**
the back is also
that
the
convincing proof
kidneys and bladder are out of order.
water

What to Do.

There is comfort in the knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's SwampRoot, the great kidney remedy fulfills every
wish in curing rheumatism, pain in the
back, kidneys, liver, bladder and every part
of the urinary passage. It corrects inability
to hold water and scalding pain in
passing
It, or bad effects following use of liqucr,
wine or beer, and overcomes that
unpleasant
necessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many times
during the night. The mild and the extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon
realized. It stands the highest for its wonderful cures of the most distressing cases.
If you need a medicine you should have the
best. Sold by druggists in 50c. and$l. sizes.
You may have a sample bottle of this
wonderful
discovery
and a book that tells
more about it, both sent
absolutely free by mail,
address Dr. Kilmer &
Horn* of swunpRoot.
Co., Binghamton. N. Y. When writing mention reading this generous offer in this paper.

A

There is

has been left in

room

which will be
a

finished later into

coat-room

the hall.

The

new

on

a

was

follows.

TRUE “L. F." ATWOOD'S BITTERS
reorganize the system and
restore you to health.
35 cents a bottle.

Krening at 7.
Subject: The Sabbath.
Praise service. Rev David Kerr
Business
Devotional service.Rev 8 A Thuriow
Solo...Mias Fannie Tower
Address—Why Keep the Sabbath,
Mev P 8 Collins
Solo... Mrs It P tirindle
How Shall we Keep the Sabbath Holy?
Rev R L Olds
Collection

of

dedicated

Friday evening, Dec. 20, under the management of E. C. Woodworth and F. P.
Eaton. Music was furnished by Meaervey’s orchestra, of Rockland. The grand
march, in which 102 couples participated,
was led by E
C. Woodworth and Mrs.
Annie DuBois. A fine supper was served.
The programmes made handsome
nirs.
Dec 20.

Singing...Congregation,
Prayer and Benediction.Rev J P Stmonion
Franklin-Built Schooner Ashore.
The two*roasted schooner “M. C. Moseley”, of Boston, Capt. Grant, from Sullivan

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hopkins returned
home from Bangor Friday.
V

Mrs.

Wallace

Moore,

of Ells

worth, spent Sunday with Mr. Moore’s
brother, Kidder L. Moore.
Mrs. Alex Pirie is quite ill.
Harold Moore and
Philip Jordan, of
Ellsworth Falls, visited friends in town

Sunday.

with store,

and towed to East B< ston for

23._M.

ran

ashore

The “Moseley” was built at Franklin in
1866. Sbe registered 189 tons net.
A later dispatch sayn the schooner was
Boated at high tide Thursday afternoon,

y

repairs.

S.

COUNTY^EWS^

West Sullivan.

Bradbury Smith lost a fine horse Sunday night.
George and Arthur Gordon are at home
from Stonington.
James Scott, Albion Hooper,
Ralph
Springer, and James Taylor are at borne
for the holidays.
Flattie Hooper came home from the
Maine General hospital recently.
On las Springer has a heifer under two

for Additional

County AYtrs,

tee

other page*.

(Cast L.Muiuine.

School is in session, taught
of North Lamoiue.

Austin,

by Miss Yira

Commander Logan has returned from a
short trip to Washington, D. C.
Frederick Snare, of the firm of Snare &
Triest, was in town a few days last weeky,
Maynard E Hodgkins has gone to Wist

year* of age, which ia furnishing milk for
two families and making six pounds of
butter a week. She is of floe stock.

20._y

employed by

houae up and

C.

The
rounds.

Bangor Friday.
whooping cough iB going the
in

The swamps are frozen, and
bermeu are waiting for snow.

Llnscott Bros., of Hancock,

the lum-

are

building

camps and are to lumber for Baruham
The fishermen are catching pickerel at
the pond and shipping them to Boston,
receiving about 10 cents a pound.

D*c. 23.

station

Snare &

Triest,

contractors,

Winter Harbor.

F.
Gloucester
Saturday.
Capt. James Stevens in spending a few
H. Bunker returned from

1

weeks with relatives.

West Franklin.
was

|kj„ vf
'•CXI,

*

Wc have a large
for Men. Women and Children.
N'eek Huffs in Black, and Black

Che’kr.

To Cure a Cold to One Day.
rake Laxative Pronto Quinine Tablets. AH
Irutrnbts refund the money If It falls to cure.
K. W. Grove’s signature is on each box. 26c.

Mrs. C. E. Smith left Tuesday for a few
weeks’ visit in Boston.
The addition to the pumping station

greatly improves

its appearance and

con-

venience.

Dr. A. E. Small is kept very busy at
present vaccinating the citizens both
young and old.
Hafus U. Bickford, who has just closed
a successful term of school at Lower Harwill take charge of a division of the
primary school in this village. The present arrangement of the school house is
unsuitable for the accommodation of the
different grades necessary for the best
interests of the scholars.
CTur.

Dec. 23.

E.

$1 vi.

»2.

line

SOAPS IN FANCY BOXES.
Sleeve Elastics in

and

*2 :.u,

f:;.

PETTICOATS—Some special values

in

Fancy Boxes, 23 at>

50 eta.
;

Stand Covers, stamped.
embroid i
ered and plain, from 25c. to SI.
Storm Skirts from

$2.50

to $7.50

Taffeta Silk Waists from S3 50 to W
The same in Peau de Soie at S
and SO 50.

O'Shanters, 50;and s» cts.
Toques at 50 cts.
Tooth Brushes from 5 to 50 cts.
RUGS FROM $1 to $15.

Tam

Tray Clothes from 25c. to SI.
Toilet Sets from 50c. to $5.
Trays. Eboixdd, Japanese, Aluminum
from 25c. to SI.

Valenciennes laces from 2c. to 23c

yard.

Watches at S1.00
Wrappers front

Ladies’ Pressing Jack. | and $.i 50.
Xeedle Cases, 25, 50 and 75 cts.
,,jN< Bath Holies, Silk j

Next, LINENS.

60c. to $2 50.

Work Boxes from 25c. to S3.
Whisk Brooms from 10 to 50 cts.

Writing Boxes. Box Paper and
velopes, Ink Wells.

En-

Toilet Cases from 10c. to $2.5O'

UMBRELLAS.

Klaek and Colored .Mercerized at $|,
$1 25, $1 50, $2. *2 50, S3, and *3 50.
Plush Kalla, all colors, best quality, at
Built extra good for the Christmas
lOcts. per dozen.
Xo prettier presents
than Table
trade. The handles and trimmings aw
Linen, Xapkins. Towels, Bedspreads, Pompadour Combs, 10, IS and25 eta.
the very
When a man or
latest.
in whicli we show an enormous assort- Pillow Tops and Slips.
woman has everything else, they naDown Pillows, 50c. to $1.50
ment.
ually think very kindly of an Umbrella
The following is an indexed Price
List of the largest part of our

PURSES and
POCKET

HOLIDAY GOODS.

sortment.

Celluloid Glove, Handkerchief and
Xecktie Boxes, 25, 50, 75, and 51.
Cut-work Scarf Doilies, 10, 15, 20, 25,

dren.

35, 50 and 51.
51.

51 00,

Sterling

for the

Fancy Pillow Tops, 25 and 50
Fancy Pillow Cords.
Footing for Handkerchiefs.

cts.

Silver

Toilet Articles.
Opening

of

Holiday Exhibits.
ithing Leaders.

Aston-1

enormous assortTbi
offering
These make pretty presents.
ment of Itibbous—the largest in the [
assortment Is too choice and
city—in all grades of
1 cent to hurry through. You want h
Prices Iron ]
select them with care.
I 23c. to $2.30.

Dressing and Pocket Combs, all prices.
Dolls from 10c. to 51.
Eiderdown Dressing Sacques from 50c.
to 53.
FANS—Special bargains
Holiday trade.

are

an

|
magnid-j

|

SATIN. TAFFETA, LIBERTY
and FANCY RIBBONS.

Soap Koxes, Celluloid and Metal.
Sacques for Infants from 23c. to $1.

RUGS, CURTAINS ami
TIERES, the strongest line

POR-j

have

«f|

shown.

ever

Our centre tables will be loaded with
many

;

enumerate in an advertisement
suitable for

sale-

§5

holiday Kifts

LAKEWOOD.

Lorfng Moore and her little boy,
of Lambert Lake, are visiting Mr. Moore's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Moore.
“Individual opinion” is, in most ca«*a,
merely another name for personal prej <

"C. C. C.”

on

Every

Tablet.

Every

tablet of Cascarets Candy
Cathartic bears the famous C. C. C.
Never sold in bulk. Look for it and
All

no

other.

druggists,

toe.

Beware of fraud.

*

Treasury

soil the (treater
Stock of the

r

1

:

j

thr|
I

CO.,

MINES

we wish to state the balanee
will be offered at

tC 110.

Qlj

:

Plant in the world to treat!
ct the mine!
a
b
nff energetically pushed forward to coiupletioD,
everythinir
i v
by the "rst of February next. The
will earn and pay dividends
m
wm
from the start.
l o not delay, but
apply at once for prospectus and information to
\\ e are

rapidly building

uulmm[n°Th,:HlPrUt,0f10r"
J
eirn InH1

MRS.

dice.

accept

j

=:

|K.ssihle prices.

CALIFORNIA KING COLD

hie home lot.

Mrs.

i:

gallert.
*

B.

on

correct merchandise at the lowest

ANNOUNCEMENT

J. Franklin has employment at
the hatchery.
Elder Garland has a crew cutting stave
wood

getting

ss

we are

tban other deal<;r8-

m7

Capt.

fancy articles, which it is imi>ossitile to think of or to
showing a larger, better and more novel assortment
" e still keep the high standard of
anything we offer for

Sufficient

°»r customers are assured of

I

1

values.

and 53.

We

250 to choose from.

for presents. Prices
from *1 50 to SO 50.
*2. *2 30 and #3 are of extra good

Prices from 5c. to $4.

RIBBONS

52

over

BOOK8. specially adapted

is called to this asWe carry in these the
chea|iest to the very finest in quality. We have them in ail sizes and
shapes, from ttie long bill book for
men to the smallest purse for chil-

37 1-2. 50 up to $i.
Arm Bands and Garters, 25 and 50 eta.
Baskets from 10c. to 52.
Card Cases, 25 to 75 cts.
Celluloid Boxes from 25c. to 52.

Clocks,Fancy Design,

We have

Special attention

Aprons, 25,

EE

the coalii g
while
aomiua
through the Mt. Desert toll bridge la*t
Alfred Hamilton and Charles Blance
tie
Wednesday afternoon, struck on
spent Wednesday at Mt. Desert Ferry. sunken wreck near the channel, punched
Capt. R. H. Allen has closed his house< a hole in her bottom, and sank. Tempoand left thiB morning for Boston to join rary repairs were made on her at low tide
his son, Capt. J. M. Allen, on a sea voyage and at high water the next day she was
in bis new veesol, “Kenwood,” r*<-ntly Boated. Sbe was brought here for retr.uacbed for John S. Emery A Co., In
pairs.
East Boston.
^

E, G. Burnham

NECKWEAR

grade.

15c.

per

i Waists, Silk and Mareen PettiPHOTO ALBUMS—sprisl values at
i coats.
$1, $1 50 and $2 50

J. Freeman, proprietor of Shore
Acres, has returned to his home at Wellesley Hills, Mass.
Dec.
H.
E.

50c. to 35.
Mirrors from 5nc. to 32 50.

While at

=|

employed

The launch “Hilda”, which has been
new

I

Children’s Sets from *1 to *5.

in S. S. Scam-

Franklin to be
rnon's store.

The ice harvest will begin here this
week. H. D. Gordon and S. S. Bunker A
Son are the largest cutters.
Dec.
G.
23._
Prospect Harbor.
Moses Stanley has his
boarded.

Boston,

had held her anchors.

Miss Ella Pirie, of Somesville, is spend
ing the Christmas holidays with her

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alex Pirie.
Dec.

for

Ham Head, off Lovell’s Island, Thursday, where she remains. The vessel lies
on a rocky bottom, and it ta feared she
will receive considerable damage.
The “Moseley” narrowly tsc«|>ed going
aabore at York, during the storm TuesSbe anchored close into
day night.
the breakers, and the crew, fearing sbe
would be dashed on the rocks, rowed
ashore.
Wedmaday morning they returned to their vessel and fouud that she
on

Miss Maude Jordan, of
Bar Harbor,
■pent Sunday with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Jordan.
Mrs. Mary J. Wilbur is on the sick list.
Mr. and

up to *23.
Isabella Iioas from *5 to *25.
shaped Scarfs. *5 to *15.
Muffs, *3 to *20.

souve-

_F. T. S.

Dec. 23.

rebel, when abused, and war folA man’s stomach rebels,
lows.
when abused, and indigestion

Picnic supper

corner,
kitchen.

the other side

hall

Staging

one

Frank Wakefield has moved hia fan ;lv
tq 8teuben for the winter. They wnt
return here about the first of April.

Subjects
of a Sovereign

Rev .1 D McGraw
How Much of the Bible Shall we Believe*
Rev David Kerr
Tne Best Way to Study the Bible,
Fev J P Slmonton
Solo.Mrs David Kerr
The Bible in Every Day Life,
B B Whitcomb
Collection
Routing.Mrs E E Tinker

board-

and the

and Wess Bartlett.

Bartlett, after

week.

plays and dances. A flue stage,
the whole width of *tbe hall, has been
made, ceiled up from floor to top, with an
opeulng large enough to accommodate
any play that comes here. There are two
dressing rooms, oue on each side. A fine
spruce floor has been laid, and filled with

Ulanu.

The deer

Boston last

in

Mercerize

Sateen, Taffeta and Brilliantine
CUT PRICES.

was

Scripture reading and prayer.Rev K Bean
Singing
Our Duty to Read the Bible,

urday.

Shirt waists—Flannel and

CLOVES —Men’s,

—

was

r

E

loat, the seas flooded the
cabin and spoiled our provisions, wetting
the bedding and smashing the cook stove.

ing water

a

Capt. Judson Torrey

3

three feet

DAAO

North Sedgwick grange elected the following officers Friday evening: Master,
D. E. Allen; overseer, G. M. Allen; lecturer, Annie G. Alien; steward, Foster
Pierce; assistant steward, George Hanscom; chaplain, R. A. Eiwell; treasurer,
Ada Allen; secretary, Abide Page; gatekeeper, Ira Page; Ceres, Dora Hanscom;
Fiora, Lois Page; Pomona, Annie L.
Allen ; lady assistant steward, Minnie L
Thnrstc n.
Dec. 23.
Rak.

3.
E

for this

All
to $5.
First, visit our Cloak Itoom.
Jackets, Coats, Three-quarters and
ing, James S Condon was drafted to serve literature.
Full Length Newmarkets and Rag- HANDKERCHIEFS—
a-* traverse juror at the January supreme
V
lans, Capes, >uits. Dress and Walking
Dec.
the Eulalian
On
Friday
evening,
20,
court in Ellsworth.
Children's and Misses' Garand Calorbetortan societies held a joint We had very little left to supply our Skirts,
For Men. Women and Children, all
There will be a Christmas tree and
meeting in the vestry of the Methodist necessities# The jib stays had parted and ments, you will find there in large asin Silk, Linen and Cotton.
grades
entertainment at the chapel Christmas
the starboard lumber port bad come out,
church. The attendance was the largest
sortment marked down to a figure
Plain,
Hemmed,
Hemstitched, Ini
night.
leaving the schooner a total wreck with which
The following protor several years.
brings them down to a scale of
tial, Embroidered. Lace and BroMiss Abbie Lucinda Tapley, who is
the crew exhausted.
gramme was carried out very successfully:
far below their actual worth.
caded—over BOO dozen of them—
“The ‘Card’ kept running off before bargains
attending the h gh school in Brewer, is at Prayer, Prof. Kiting wood; piano solo,
Price from 3c. to 32 apiece.
home for two weeks.
Mi-s Grant; declamation,
Mr. Luco; the gales which continued to follow In
Fancy Hat I’ins, 10, 23 and 30 cts.
Mis*es Clara an<f Emily Tapley, of vocal solo, Mr. McCready; piano duet, succession until midnight of Nov. 23,
Bbe
Chatelaine Bags,23, 50. 73, 31, 31 50,32.
Misses Mayo and Haskell; vocal solo, wbtn the ‘Frankfurt’ hove in sight.
|in.l
M inrvlr
ff
UL’„
32 50 add 33.
ley, Lois Wescott and Edith Stevens, of Miss Godfrey; declamation, Louis Farn1
Vf Uu P.fki...
hospitably treated and were lauded at
Brewer, teachers, are all at home for the h.m.
Shopping Bags. 50, 75, 31, 31 50 and 32.
Bremen, where we secured return passage
and refreshments completed the enterholidays.
Handkerchief Boxes, Celluloid. Willow
by the ‘Barbarossa.'"
The ladies of the Congregational church tainment of the evening.
and Leatherette, 10, 25, 30 up to 32.
The “Card" was built at Franklin In
visit
our
Fur
Second,
Department.
had a sale of Christmas goods, and a supDovr lain.
f
and registered 118 tone.
1876,
will
be
INK
in Aluminum.
were
and
WELLS
Furs
always
always
per, at the chapel last Thursday evening.
Miss Cushman arrived here from RockThe receipts were fl0.43.
a telling feature of women's wear—
Bronzed, Oxidized. Enameled Metal,
land Thursday.
Seaside Loral Union.
Dec. 23.
Tomson.
etc., 25c. to 31.
just now they are the vogue. Our furs
The mid-winter meeting of Seaside LoCapt. J. W. Uaakell left Monday for
combine the elegance and completeNew York.
North Sedffwic*.
E
will
be
Methcal
C.
held
at
the
Union,
JEWELRY
the latest and best
v
ness of up-to-date fashion, with the
Mrs. William Close on recently returned
Mrs. E. A. Richardson and Miss Mattie odist church, Ellsworth, Saturday, Dec.
novelties
in Brooch Pins.
selling
low
from Kocklaud.
practical properties of specially by
Richardson left town Monday for Boston. 28. The programme ia as follows:
Buckles, etc.
prices.
There was a very pleasant party of
of
2.
Afternoon
J. F. Moody, who taught the high
Here is ii part of the list:
Subject, The Bible: God’s Word to Vs.
; Laundry Bags,
young folks at Minnie Tharston’s Wed- school here last spring, Is in town this
Praise «ei%toe.Mrs 8 A Thuriow Electric Seal Coats, special reduced Lamb Wool Soles.
nesday evening.
week from Exeter, N
H., where be is
j
Welcome to Endeavorers......B T Sowle
prices at *21 50, *25, *30, *35, *42 50. Hatteuburg I-ace, Thread, Patterns.
Austin Staples, who has been ill tor principal in the high school.
Response.President Chapman Cluster scarfs, *1
50, *2, *2 50, *3, *5 Manicure Sets in Fancy Boxes from
several weeks, is improving.
Frank Marshall, jr., arrived home Sat- Business; reports of societies
I
At

(

STORE.

M. CALLERT’S

ra

with the raila.

“Tue afternoon

are

taking commercial studies.
The Hon. Ira S. Hersey, of Houtton, de-

2

and if you

of the

morning

NOTES.

noticeable increase in the

a

four-year

YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING EARLY i

———

tie

good positions in public high school work, but
remain
at
the
will
seminary.
to hurricane force, and the sea became so
The commercial department has douh-' violent that we were
obliged to abandou
I d in attendance since lft*t term, and the pumps at 3 o’clock.
there is

=S

rudder,which was adrift owing to loss E=
steering gear. The vessel sprung =5
aleak ou the
and the

have received offers of

Cooper

!1 DO

the

Prof, and Mrs. Fred Ward will spend
Recently

out from the north

came

west and blew

of

Cherryfteld.
Professors ElHngwood

with

crew.

lives at home.

Christmas at

Card,”

schooner “W. H.

wife, niece and crew, has arrived
heme. He teila the following story of the
week of the “Card” end the rescue of ti a
his

wn

reared, educated and married. In tbeearly
■008. with her children, she came to this
town, the home of her maternal ancestor*,
where she has since resided, greatly beloved by a targe circle of acquaintance!.
She is survived by three sons, William R
who has resided with bis mother, Charles,
of Bar Harbor, aud Westray, of Philadelphia, and one daughter, Miss Myra, who

SEMINARY

abbntMrmmt*.

MID OCKAN.

apt. Lowell, of Bucksport Schooner.
Telia Story of Kescue.
Capt. Frank H. Lowell, of the wrecked

Mary K. Ladd died Tuesday, Dec.

Mrs.

17, aged seveuty

ber

Superintendent Coombs has> been
towrn this week, visiting ihe schools.
%W«*t

County Xrtrn.

For additional

SAVKD IN

Mu«k«aon.

lni«.

was a

western

§ee

COUNTY NEWS.

the

'Veaffre bulging m?lroadnto ^,nn.

mme|

*,p<iratl0"

I8ABELL
241

--

largest Cyanide

BUKER

FRENCH STREET.

HERBERT L. HERRICK,
Bluehill, Maine.

TAXIDERMIST.

llr.t-cla..

Workman,h

Give Trial OnJe

p

Kea.o Loblo

Price..

Comafeoadmce

Sollrlied

CHASE, Agent,
BANCOR. ME._
f>

»♦»

Boston Terrier
So, Cll£"rCO..
OEO. S. HARRIS &

...BOSTON,

MASS’|
!

